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Disclaimer
Significant effort has been taken to ensure that this document is representative of current best
practice gully stabilisation practices; however, the author cannot and does not claim that the
document is without error, or that the recommendations presented within this document will not
be subject to future amendment.
No warranty or guarantee, express, implied, or statutory is made as to the accuracy, reliability,
suitability, or results of the methods or recommendations.
The author shall have no liability or responsibility to the user or any other person or entity with
respect to any liability, loss, or damage caused, or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly, by
the adoption and use of any part of the document, including, but not limited to, any interruption
of service, loss of business or anticipatory profits, or consequential damages resulting from the
use of the document.
To be effective, gully stabilisation planning and design must give appropriate consideration to
the site conditions, and the knowledge gained from past work activities in similar conditions.
Adoption of the recommendations and design procedures presented within this field guide will
not guarantee:
(i) compliance with any statutory obligations (always seek local advice)
(ii) compliance with specific water quality objectives
(iii) a stable long-term outcome within the gully or wider catchment.
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Purpose of this field guide
This field guide has been prepared specifically to:


educate readers on the management of gully erosion



introduce readers to the different types of gully erosion that can occur in different locations
of a farm, and different regions of Australia



discuss how the treatment of gully erosion can vary according to its location.

This field guide has been prepared based on the assumption that regular users of the document
will jump from section to section extracting the specific information they need. Readers that
attempt to read the document from cover to cover should expect to find some repetition of key
issues.
The photos presented within this document are intended to represent the current topic of
discussion. These photos are presented for the purpose of depicting either a preferred or
discouraged outcome (as the case may be). In some cases the photos may not represent
current best practice, but are simply the best photos available to the author at the time.
The caption and/or associated discussion should not imply that the site shown within the
photograph represents either good or bad land management practice. The circumstances, site
conditions and history of each site are not known, and may not be directly relevant to the current
discussion. This means that there may be a completely valid site-specific reason why the
designer chose the gully treatment depicted within the photo.

About the author
Grant Witheridge is a civil engineer with both Bachelor and Masters degrees from the University
of NSW (UNSW). He has some 40 years experience in the fields of hydraulics, creek
engineering and erosion & sediment control, during which time he has worked for a variety of
Federal, state, local government and private organisations.
He commenced his career at the UNSW Water Research Laboratory operating physical flood
models of river floodplains. He later worked for Brisbane City Council on creek engineering and
stormwater management issues. He currently works through his own company Catchments and
Creeks Pty Ltd.
Grant has authored over 40 documents, including three editions of the Queensland Urban
Drainage Manual (2007, 2013 & 2016); Brisbane City Council’s Natural Channel Design and
Creek Erosion guidelines (1997 & 2000); the IECA’s Best Practice Erosion & Sediment Control
documents (2008), and various fish passage guidelines.

Introduction
Part 1 of this field guide discusses the likely causes of gully erosion, and provides guidance on
the short-listing of potential treatment techniques.
Part 2 of the field guide provides design information on various gully head and gully floor
stabilisation techniques. Part 2 starts with a general introduction to:


flow estimation (catchment hydrology)



water level and velocity estimation (channel hydraulics)



rock sizing and placement.

Part 3 of the field guide provides design information on various gully bank stabilisation
techniques, as well as general site revegetation, and land management practices that may help
reduce the risk of ongoing gully erosion.
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Gully head treatment techniques
Gullies less than 1 m deep


For shallow gullies, consider the following
gully head treatments:
 Butyl rubber chute
 Grass chute
 High density stock grazing
 PVC (formless) chute
 Timber drop structure.



Not all of these techniques will be viable in
all circumstances.

Minor gully erosion (Qld)
Gullies less than 3 m deep


For deeper gullies, consider the following
gully head treatments:






















Gully erosion (SA)

Gully erosion (Qld)

Concrete block drop structure
Concrete chute
Concrete cut-off trench
Concrete drop structure
Concrete sandbag drop structure
Gabion drop structure
Grass chute (technically possible)
Grouted boulder chute
Grouted rock drop structure
Gully control dam
Gully reshaping
Reinforced grass chute
Rock chute
Rock mattress chute
Sandbag chute
Sandbag drop structure
Stiff grass chute (caution)
Soil-cement drop structure
Stacked boulder drop structure
Steel sheet drop structure
Tyre chute.

Gullies more than 3 m deep


Deep gully erosion (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

For very deep gullies, consider the
following gully head treatments:
 Commercial drainage chutes (typically
used on road batters)
 Corrugated iron chute
 Geotextile chute
 Reinforced grass chute
 Rock mattress chute (spillway)
 Stepped drop structure (concrete or
gabion)
 Verandah flume (use with caution).
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Gully floor treatment techniques
Gully floor treatment options

Gabion weir (Qld)



Brushwood filters: locally-obtained tree
branches and logs can be used to form a
leaky weir that traps sediment and other
organic matter.



Gabion weirs: gabions may initially be
slightly porous, but sediment can quickly
turn them into impervious weirs.



Geo log and wire netting silt trap weirs:
these are relatively low sediment traps
that can function for about a year.



Hay bale and wire netting silt trap weirs:
these are relatively low sediment traps
that can function for about a month.



Leaky weirs: this is a generic term that
refers to a pervious weir that is likely to
trap sand and silt-sized particles.



Log weirs: these are generally very low, or
partially recessed weirs that primarily act
as minor grade control structures.



Pile field: a pile field can be used in a
manner similar to an extremely well
anchored brushwood filter.



Recessed check dams: a buried bed
control structure used to control future bed
scour, or head-cut erosion.



Rock check dams: these are a rock-based
grade control structure and sediment trap.



Sandbag weirs: these are a minor grade
control structure and sediment trap.



Stiff grass filters: a well-anchored organic
sediment trap (caution!).



Weirs: this is a general term that includes:
brushwood filter/weirs, gabion weirs, geo
log weirs, leaky weirs, log weirs, porous
check dams, rock check dams, steel pile
weirs and reinforced concrete weirs.



Wire netting silt trap weirs: a durable and
easy-to-make leaky weir that can trap
sediment and organic matter (e.g. grass
and branches). This is a type of leaky weir
that involves either:

Leaky weir (NSW)

Pile field (Qld)

 wire mesh fencing staked across a gully
floor
 wire mesh rolled into long ‘sausages’
that are staked across overland flow
paths in order to reduce the risk of gully
erosion occurring, or to reduce the
migration of shallow head-cut erosion.

Stiff grass filter (Qld)
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Natural materials used in the control of gully erosion
Introduction


A variety of gully repair options are
detailed within this field guide, some
provide long-term stability, while others
provide only a short-term solution.



Short-term solutions are fine if you are
willing to pass the problem onto the next
owner of the land.



However, wherever possible, gully repairs
should aim to provide long-term stability,
and should aim to use only natural
materials, such as: rock, soil, and
vegetation.

Gully repair (Qld)

Use of rock


Rock is the natural solution when high flow
velocities are involved, which is common
at the gully head.



Rock can work effectively on its own, but it
works better when it is combined with the
right mix of soil and vegetation.



The alternatives to rock include: timber,
concrete, synthetics, metal and wire.



It is my personal belief that plastic-based
products should never be buried in the
ground or placed near waterways.

Rock (Qld)
Use of soil


Gully erosion often occurs in locations
where the subsoils have poor structural
strength, particularly when they are wet,
such as a dispersive or sodic soil.



The most important thing to know about
dealing with ‘problem soils’ is that:
 so called ‘problem soils’ are natural,
and they have existed in our landscape
for millions of years
 the best way to stabilise a problem soil
is to cover it with a ‘good’ soil, not filter
cloth.

Soil placement (NSW)

Use of vegetation


Vegetation usually plays an important role
in the long-term stabilisation of gully repair
projects.



Vegetation can even play an important
role in arid and semi-arid regions.



The use of ‘vegetation’ does not mean that
100% coverage is required, or that the
organic matter must consist only of living
plants—mulches and logs can also play
an important role in gully stabilisation
projects.

Site revegetation (Qld)
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Typical manufactured materials used in the control of gully erosion

Jute or coir blanket (organic)

Jute or coir mesh (organic)

Filter cloth (100% synthetic)

Erosion control mat (composite material)

Gabion

Rock mattress

Earth reinforcing mesh (geogrid)

Rockfall netting
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7. Catchment Hydrology
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Introduction
Purpose of chapter


The purpose of this chapter is to present a
simplified procedure for the determination
of a design flow rate suitable for use in
gully remediation works occurring within
small rural catchments.



Do not use this chapter as:
 a general guide to storm hydrology; or
 to determine catchment discharges for
use in the design of major drainage
infrastructure, such as contour banks,
farm dams, or culverts.

Approaching storm (Qld)
Terminology


Hydrology is the study of the movement of
water over or under the land, and it is this
science that we use to calculate ‘design
discharges’.



A design discharge (Q) is the estimated
peak discharge (flow rate) from a drainage
catchment based on:
 a specified storm frequency (Y), and
 the critical storm duration (TC)
determined for the gully.

Weather radar map (BoM)

(BoM means Bureau of Meteorology)
Fit-for-purpose hydrology


The expression ‘fit for purpose’ is used in
the engineering profession to describe a
design procedure that is considered
suitable for a specific purpose.



The flow estimation procedure presented
within this chapter is considered suitable
for the design of gully stabilisation
measures because:
 there is no specific flow condition that is
considered critical for the design of
most gully stabilisation measures (it is
noted that the ‘bankfull flow discharge’
is not relevant for most gullies)
 in the absence of a critical flow
condition, guidelines typically specify
the 1 in 10 year event as the design
storm; however, some guidelines
specify the 1 in 5 yr, 1 in 20 yr, or even
the 1 in 50 year storm
 given that the choice of the design
storm is somewhat arbitrary, it can be
concluded that an accurate
determination of the design discharge is
unlikely to be critical, consequently the
following simplified flow estimation
procedure is considered fit-for-purpose.

Minor storm runoff (Qld)
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Possible methods for estimating the design discharge
1. Rational Method


In circumstances where accuracy is not
critical, engineers traditionally use the
Rational Method to determine the design
discharge for a drainage catchment.
Q = (C.I.A)/360
 Q = peak discharge (m /s)
3

 C = a coefficient (dimensionless)
 I = average rainfall intensity (mm/hr)
 A = catchment area (hectares)
Example rainfall map
2. Modified Rational Method


This chapter presents a modified Rational
Method, which is considered suitable for
small rural catchments.



This flow estimation procedure is only a
rough approximation, and it will not be
suitable for all situations.



The procedure requires the determination
of the 1 in 10 year discharge (Q10), which
can then be factored for other storms.
Q10 = (C10.I10.A)/360
QY = FY . RY . Q10

Rural drainage catchment (Qld)

3. Numerical rainfall-runoff models


In circumstances where an accurate
determination of a design discharge is
required, then the assistance of an
engineer or hydrologist may be required.



Hydrologists use a variety of numerical
models (computer models) to calculate
design discharges.



The more complex the drainage
catchment, the more complex (and
expensive) the numerical model.

Set-up of a computer model
4. Manual flow gauging


Landowners can sometimes estimate a
design discharge directly from their own
observations.

Step 1: Throw an ‘orange’ (or other organic
object, but not plastic) into the flow, then time
how fast the object travels over a measured
distance to determine the velocity (V, m/s).
Step 2: After the storm, measure the cross2
sectional area (A, m ) of the flow using flood
debris or flattened grass as an indication of
the maximum water level.
3

Open channel flow
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Modified Rational Method
Use of this modified Rational Method


The hydrologic procedure presented in is
chapter is considered suitable for
estimating the design discharge (QY) for
small rural catchments that have minimal
(< 10%) impervious surface area.



For urban or partial urban catchments,
refer to your State hydrology or urban
drainage guidelines.



QY = Q5, Q10, Q20, Q50, etc. were ‘Q5’ is
the 1 in 5 year peak discharge.

Rural catchment (Qld)
Determination of the catchment area (A)


Determining the surface area (A) of the
drainage catchment can be a simple task
for some, but a difficult task for others.



If accuracy is not critical, then for ovalshaped catchments, the area (in hectares)
may be approximated as:
A = (0.8 x length x width)/10,000



For triangular or diamond-shaped
catchments the area may be taken as:
A = (0.5 x length x width)/10,000

Oval-shaped and triangular catchments

Length and width are measured in metres.
Determination of catchment area for
complex drainage catchments


Contour banks and flow diversion banks
can significantly alter the flow conditions
within complex drainage catchments.



However, gully rehabilitation measures
should ‘ideally’ be designed on the basis
that such drainage structures could one
day be removed from the catchment.



If the contour banks actually increase the
effective catchment area, then design the
gully for the ‘worst case’ flow condition.

Field with contour banks (Qld)
Modified Rational Method
Step 1: Determine the storm duration, TC
Step 2: Determine 10-year rainfall intensity, I10
Step 3: Determine the catchment group
Step 4: Determine the 10-year coefficient, C10
Step 5: Determine the catchment area, A
Step 6: Calculate the 10-year discharge, Q10
If Q1, Q2, Q5, Q20, Q50 or Q100 is required:
Step 7: Determine the coefficient multiplier, F Y
Step 8: Determine the rainfall multiplier, RY
Gully runoff from a minor storm (Qld)
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Step 9: Calculate the required discharge, QY
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Approximation of the 1 in 10 year discharge for small rural catchments
Step 1: Obtain the critical storm duration (T C) from Table 7.1 based on the distance from the
gully to the top of the drainage catchment, and the average slope of this drainage path. Always
select the shortest storm duration when interpolating between two values.
Table 7.1 – Critical storm duration “TC” (minutes)
Length of overland flow path to the top of the catchment (metres)

Average
land slope

50

100

200

300

400

500

1000

2000

3000

5000

1 in 10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

20

30

1 in 20

10

10

10

10

10

15

15

20

30

45

1 in 50

15

15

20

20

20

20

20

30

45

60

1 in 100

15

20

20

20

20

20

30

45

60

—

1 in 500

20

20

30

30

30

45

60

—

—

—

1 in 1000

20

30

30

45

45

45

60

—

—

—

Step 2: Using the critical storm duration (T C) determined from Table 7.1, obtain the average
rainfall intensity “I10” (mm/hr) for the 1 in 10 year storm from tables 7.5 to 7.13 based on the
town nearest to your location. Note; the nearest town may be in a neighbouring state. Do not
select a town that is on the opposite side of the Great Dividing Range. If necessary, you can
average the values of two towns if the gully is located between these towns.
Step 3: Obtain the group number for the town (i.e. Group 1, Group 2, etc.) from tables 7.5 to
7.13.
Step 4: Obtain the discharge coefficient “C10” from Table 7.2 based on the site’s group number,
average vegetation cover, and the soil permeability for the catchment.
Table 7.2 – Discharge coefficient (C10) for the 10 year storm
Thick bushland, or

Regularly burnt bush,

Poor grass cover,

timbered forest

tall crops, or tall grass

short crops, short grass

Soil 1

Soil 2

Soil 3

Soil 1

Soil 2

Soil 3

Soil 1

Soil 2

Soil 3

Group 1

0.08

0.24

0.32

0.16

0.32

0.40

0.24

0.40

0.48

Group 2

0.10

0.29

0.39

0.20

0.39

0.49

0.29

0.49

0.59

Group 3

0.12

0.35

0.46

0.23

0.46

0.58

0.35

0.58

0.69

Group 4

0.13

0.40

0.53

0.27

0.53

0.66

0.40

0.66

0.70

Group 5

0.15

0.44

0.59

0.30

0.59

0.70

0.44

0.70

0.70

Group 6

0.17

0.50

0.66

0.33

0.66

0.70

0.50

0.70

0.70

Group 7

0.18

0.53

0.70

0.35

0.70

0.70

0.53

0.70

0.70

Group

Soil 1: is a soil with high permeability, such as a sandy soil, or a well-ploughed soil that can
absorb a lot of rainwater. This is based on the average soil condition for the catchment.
Soil 2: is a soil with medium permeability, such as a silty soil, well-mixed low-clay soil, or a
highly permeable topsoil sitting over a subsoil which has a much lower permeability.
Soil 3: is a soil with low permeability, such as heavy clay soil, a compacted soil, or a soil with a
hardsetting or crusting surface.
Step 5: Determine the surface area of the drainage catchment “A” (hectares) upstream of the
structure being designed.
3

Step 6: Calculate the peak 1 in 10 year design storm discharge “Q10” (m /s).
Q10 = (C10 . I10 . A)/360
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Estimation of an alternative design storm discharge (Q5, Q20, Q50 etc.)
Step 7: Obtain the discharge coefficient multiplier “F Y” from Table 7.3.
Table 7.3 – Discharge coefficient multiplier (FY)
Y=

1 yr

2 yr

5 yr

10 yr

20 yr

50 yr

100 yr

FY =

F1 = 0.80

F2 = 0.85

F5 = 0.95

1.00

F20 = 1.05

F50 = 1.15

F100 = 1.20

Step 8: Obtain the rainfall intensity multiplier “R Y” from Table 7.4.
Table 7.4 – Rainfall intensity multiplier (RY)
Rainfall intensity multiplier (RY)
State / Territory
Queensland east coast

[1]

NT, Qld-west, ACT, NSW-west
NSW east coast

[1]

Tasmania
Victoria & WA (south)

[2]

Western Australia (north)

[2]

South Australia

R1

R2

R5

R10

R20

R50

R100

0.55

0.70

0.89

1.00

1.15

1.33

1.47

0.55

0.70

0.89

1.00

1.15

1.36

1.52

0.51

0.66

0.87

1.00

1.16

1.38

1.55

0.53

0.67

0.87

1.00

1.17

1.43

1.63

0.48

0.64

0.85

1.00

1.20

1.49

1.74

0.41

0.56

0.82

1.00

1.22

1.53

1.78

0.41

0.56

0.82

1.00

1.26

1.66

2.00

[1] ‘East coast’ means east of the Great Dividing Range. ‘West’ means west of the Great Dividing Range.
[2] Western Australia (north) refers to the northern half of the state, WA (south) the southern half.

Step 9: Calculate the design discharge for the chosen storm frequency (Q1, Q2, Q5, Q20, Q50
or Q100).
QY = FY . RY . Q10

(7.2)

QY = ((FY . C10) . (RY . I10) . A)/360

(7.3)

Alternatively:
where:
A = Surface area of the up-slope drainage catchment (hectares); but note, ‘A’ is also
used as the symbol for the cross-sectional area of a channel
C10 = Discharge coefficient (dimensionless)
FY = Discharge coefficient multiplier for the 1 in Y year storm (dimensionless)
F20 = Discharge coefficient multiplier for the 1 in 20 year storm (dimensionless), etc.
Group = Each town has been placed in a specific rainfall group (1 to 7) based on the town’s
1
1-hour, 1 in 10 year rainfall intensity (Group 1: I10 < 44 mm/hr; Group 2: 45–49
mm/hr; Group 3: 50–54 mm/hr; Group 4: 55–59 mm/hr; Group 5: 60–64 mm/hr;
1
Group 6: 65–69 mm/hr; Group 7: I10 > 70 mm/hr)
I10 = Average rainfall intensity for the 1 in 10 year storm (mm/hr), which varies
depending on the nominated storm duration
3

QY = Peak discharge for the 1 in Y year storm (m /s)
3

Q10 = Peak discharge for the 1 in 10 year storm (m /s), etc.
RY = Rainfall intensity multiplier for the 1 in Y year storm (dimensionless)
R20 = Rainfall intensity multiplier for the 1 in 20 year storm (dimensionless), etc.
Soil = Three soil groups have been identified (Soil 1, Soil 2, Soil 3) based on the
expected permeability of the soil for use in determining the C10 value
TC = Critical storm duration for a given location (minutes, refer to Table 7.1)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Table 7.5 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Queensland east coast
Location
Blunder Creek
Boonah
Bowen
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Caboolture
Cairns
Caloundra
Dayboro
Gladstone
Gold Coast
Gympie
Ingham
Innisfail
Ipswich
Mackay
Maroochydore
Maryborough
Mooloolah River
Nambour
Nitchaga Creek
Rockhampton
Samford
Toowoomba
Townsville
Yeppoon

10 min.
144
145
173
168
160
163
183
169
159
162
170
152
184
180
162
183
171
159
168
168
158
156
163
125
177
168

Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
15 min. 20 min. 30 min. 45 min.
122
108
89
76
121
106
86
73
147
129
107
91
142
124
102
87
134
117
95
80
137
120
98
83
157
139
117
101
143
125
102
87
134
117
96
81
136
119
97
82
144
126
104
88
127
111
90
76
158
141
118
102
154
136
113
97
137
120
98
83
155
137
114
97
144
127
104
88
133
116
95
80
142
124
101
86
141
124
101
86
134
118
98
84
131
115
94
79
138
121
99
84
103
90
72
61
152
135
113
97
142
124
102
87

60 min.
62
59
75
71
65
68
84
71
66
66
72
61
85
81
68
80
72
65
70
70
69
64
69
49
81
71

Group
Group 5
Group 4
Group 7
Group 7
Group 6
Group 6
Group 7
Group 7
Group 6
Group 6
Group 7
Group 5
Group 7
Group 7
Group 6
Group 7
Group 7
Group 6
Group 7
Group 7
Group 6
Group 5
Group 6
Group 2
Group 7
Group 7

Table 7.6 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Queensland western region
Location
Biloela
Blackwater
Charleville
Charters Towers
Chinchilla
Dalby
Emerald
Gayndah
Goondiwindi
Inglewood
Kingaroy
Longreach
Mareeba
Moura
Mt Isa
Roma
St George
Stanthorpe
Warwick
Weipa
Winton

10 min.
145
149
110
149
128
122
148
144
119
119
136
127
152
144
115
127
117
116
120
212
116

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
15 min. 20 min. 30 min. 45 min.
122
106
86
73
125
110
90
76
92
81
66
56
126
111
92
78
107
93
75
63
101
87
70
59
125
110
90
77
120
105
85
72
99
86
70
59
99
86
69
58
114
99
80
67
108
95
79
67
128
113
93
79
121
106
86
73
99
87
73
63
106
93
75
63
98
85
69
58
96
83
66
56
99
86
69
58
183
163
138
119
99
87
72
62

V2, March 2022

60 min.
59
62
45
64
51
48
63
58
48
47
54
55
65
59
52
51
47
45
46
100
51

Group
Group 4
Group 5
Group 2
Group 5
Group 3
Group 2
Group 5
Group 4
Group 2
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 6
Group 4
Group 3
Group 3
Group 2
Group 2
Group 2
Group 7
Group 3
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Table 7.7 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, New South Wales east coast
Location
Casino
Coffs Harbour
Grafton
Lismore
Murwillumbah
Newcastle
Nowra
Port Macquarie
Sydney
Taree
Wollongong

10 min.
133
159
135
149
170
122
148
151
145
126
159

Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
15 min. 20 min. 30 min. 45 min.
111
97
78
66
135
119
98
83
113
99
80
68
125
109
89
75
143
126
104
88
102
89
72
61
126
112
93
80
128
112
93
79
123
109
90
77
105
92
75
63
136
120
100
86

60 min.
53
68
55
61
72
50
66
65
63
51
71

Group
Group 3
Group 6
Group 4
Group 5
Group 7
Group 3
Group 6
Group 6
Group 5
Group 3
Group 7

Table 7.8 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for ACT and New South Wales western region
Location
Armidale
Bathurst
Bourke
Broken Hill
Canberra
Dubbo
Goulburn
Griffith
Lithgow
Moree
Orange
Tamworth
Wagga Wagga

10 min.
97
91
103
82
86
102
90
86
93
114
97
99
85

Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
15 min. 20 min. 30 min. 45 min.
80
69
55
46
75
65
52
44
86
75
61
52
68
59
48
40
71
61
49
41
84
73
59
50
74
64
51
43
71
62
50
42
76
66
53
44
95
82
67
56
80
69
56
47
81
70
56
47
70
60
49
41

60 min.
37
35
42
32
33
40
34
33
35
45
38
37
32

Group
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 2
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1

60 min.
29
30
30
27
29
29
30
23
29
30
30
23
32

Group
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1

Table 7.9 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Victoria
Location
Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Bendigo
Horsham
Melbourne
Mildura
Morwell
Portland
Sale
Shepparton
Wangaratta
Warrnambool
Wodonga

10 min.
79
79
79
74
77
78
79
64
77
79
81
65
84
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Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
15 min. 20 min. 30 min. 45 min.
65
55
45
37
65
56
45
38
65
56
45
38
61
52
42
35
63
55
44
37
64
55
44
37
65
56
45
38
52
45
36
30
63
54
43
36
65
56
45
38
66
57
46
38
53
46
36
30
69
60
48
40
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Table 7.10 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Northern Territory
Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
Location

10 min.

15 min.

20 min.

30 min.

45 min.

60 min.

Group

Alice Springs

91

77

69

57

49

41

Group 1

Darwin

194

163

143

117

99

81

Group 7

Katherine

156

132

116

96

82

67

Group 6

Tennant Creek

108

92

82

69

60

50

Group 3

Table 7.11 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, South Australia
Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
Location

10 min.

15 min.

20 min.

30 min.

45 min.

60 min.

Group

Adelaide

72

59

50

40

33

26

Group 1

Ceduna

73

60

52

41

34

27

Group 1

Coober Pedy

76

63

55

44

37

30

Group 1

Mount Gambier

65

53

45

36

30

23

Group 1

Murray Bridge

70

57

49

39

32

25

Group 1

Port Augusta

75

61

53

42

35

28

Group 1

Port Lincoln

68

55

47

37

31

24

Group 1

Port Pirie

74

61

52

42

35

28

Group 1

Streaky Bay

70

57

49

39

32

25

Group 1

Whyalla

72

59

50

40

33

26

Group 1

Woomera

80

66

57

46

39

31

Group 1

Table 7.12 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Western Australia
Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
Location

10 min.

15 min.

20 min.

30 min.

45 min.

60 min.

Group

Albany

82

65

54

42

34

26

Group 1

Bunbury

90

71

60

46

38

29

Group 1

Derby

169

142

125

103

87

71

Group 7

Esperance

70

56

47

36

29

22

Group 1

Geraldton

85

70

60

48

40

31

Group 1

Kalgoorlie

68

55

47

37

31

24

Group 1

Northam

72

58

49

38

31

24

Group 1

Perth

87

70

59

46

38

29

Group 1

Port Headland

153

130

114

95

81

67

Group 6

Table 7.13 – Average rainfall intensity (I10) for a 10 yr storm, Tasmania
Critical storm duration (TC, minutes)
Location

10 min.

15 min.

20 min.

30 min.

45 min.

60 min.

Group

Burnie

71

58

50

40

33

26

Group 1

Devonport

70

58

50

40

33

26

Group 1

Hobart

58

48

41

32

26

20

Group 1

Kingston

59

48

41

32

27

21

Group 1

Launceston

65

52

45

36

30

23

Group 1

Queenstown

67

55

47

38

32

25

Group 1
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Worked examples using the modified Rational Method
Bargara, Queensland

Bargara, Queensland



Nearest town: Bundaberg, Qld east coast



Length of up-slope flow path = 1000 m



Area = 25 ha, Land slope = 1 in 100



From Table 7.1: TC = 30 minutes



From Table 7.5: I10 = 95 mm/hr, and the
town is in a Group 6 location



Sugarcane farm, and the ground has
medium permeability, thus Soil 2



From Table 7.2: C10 = 0.66



Q10 = (0.66 x 95 x 25)/360 = 4.35 m /s

3

Bathurst, NSW

Bathurst, New South Wales



Length of up-slope flow path = 700 m



Area = 15 ha, Land slope = 1 in 100



Table 7.1: choose TC = 20 minutes



Table 7.8: I10 = 65 mm/hr, and Group 1



Short grass & medium permeability: Soil 2



Table 7.2: C10 = 0.40



Q10 = (0.40 x 65 x 15)/360 = 1.08 m /s



Table 7.3: F20 = 1.05



Table 7.4: R20 = 1.15



Q20 = 1.05 x 1.15 x 1.08 = 1.31 m /s

3

3

Port Lincoln, South Australia

Port Lincoln, South Australia



Length of up-slope flow path = 300 m



Area = 2.5 ha, Land slope = 1 in 1000



Table 7.1: TC = 45 minutes



Table 7.11: I10 = 31 mm/hr, and Group 1



Minimal grass & low permeability: Soil 3



Table 7.2: C10 = 0.48



Q10 = (0.48 x 31 x 2.5)/360 = 0.103 m /s



Table 7.3: F50 = 1.15



Table 7.4: R50 = 1.66



Q50 = 1.15 x 1.66 x 0.103 = 0.20 m /s

3

3

Yulara, Northern Territory

Yulara, Northern Territory
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Nearest town: Alice Springs



Length of up-slope flow path = 400 m



Area = 6 ha, Land slope = 1 in 700



Table 7.1: choose TC = 30 minutes



Table 7.10: I10 = 57 mm/hr, and the town
is in a Group 1 location



Vegetation is sparse, and the ground has
medium permeability, thus Soil 2



From Table 7.2: C10 = 0.40



Q10 = (0.40 x 57 x 6)/360 = 0.38 m /s

V2, March 2022
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8. Hydraulics of Channels, Chutes
and Drop Structures
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Introduction
Grade control structures


A grade control structure is the general
term for any structure that allows a rapid
change in bed elevation.



A chute is a grade control structure with
an inclined face.



A drop structure is the term generally used
for a structure that has an abrupt fall.



A plunge pool is a drop structure with a
more curved, or ‘natural’ profile, and a
more well-defined energy dissipation
pond.

Grade control structures
Typical components of a ‘chute’


Chute: the term that is also used for the
steeply inclined section of the structure.



Critical depth: a flow condition that exists
between subcritical and supercritical flow.



Crest: top of the chute or weir.



Pool (pond): a recessed body of water that
may or may not exist at the base of a
chute, and which helps to dissipate flow
energy.



Weir: a raised crest.



Weir crest: top of the weir.

Chute and energy dissipation pond
A bed-level (non-raised) crest


In gully stabilisation, a chute or drop
structure formed at the head of the gully
may not have a raised weir crest.



Hydraulically, this means:
 the location of ‘critical depth’ may move
upstream of the crest
 flow velocities just upstream of the crest
are likely to be higher than for a raised
weir crest
 extra rock protection will be required
upstream of the chute’s crest.

Bed-level crest
Elevated (raised) weir crest


If it is important to control flow velocities
upstream of the chute or drop structure,
then an elevated weir crest can be used.



Hydraulically, this means:
 critical depth will be located at the crest
 upstream flow velocities are likely to be
lower than for a bed-level crest
 scour protection generally only needs to
extend just upstream of the weir—plus
down the chute and along the gully
floor.

Raised weir crest

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Typical properties of a gully chute
Scour protection upstream of the crest


As the stormwater runoff approaches the
crest of a non-weir gully chute:
 the flow begins to accelerate upstream
of the crest
 which means soil scour can occur just
upstream of the crest
 which means scour protection must
extend upstream of the chute’s crest.



This scour protection can be partially
covered in soil and lightly vegetated (i.e.
grassed).

Scour protection at the chute crest
Crest profile


It is typical for the chute’s crest to be both
flat and straight in both the horizontal and
vertical planes.



The aim should be to distribute the flow
evenly across the full width of the chute.



Increasing the width of the chute will
reduce the effective energy and scour
potential of the flow, but will usually
increase the cost of building the chute.

Trapezoidal-shaped chute (weir) crest
Chute alignment


The crest of the chute must be
perpendicular to the alignment of the
chute, even if the flow approaches the
chute from an odd direction.



If possible, the chute should align with the
first 5 to 10 metres of the gully so that:
 flows are directed down the centre of
the gully, and
 energy dissipation at the base of the
chute does not cause bank erosion
within the gully.

Alignment of chute and its crest
Downstream energy dissipater

Scour hole at base of rock chute (Qld)
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In natural gullies, an energy dissipation
pond usually forms at the base of the gully
head.



If the gully head is stabilised with a chute,
then scour protection will be required
within the energy dissipation zone.



Forming a recessed pond can help to
reduce the size of the dissipation zone;
however, a recessed pond may not always
be desirable.



Forming a cut-off trench can reduce the
risk of bed scour undermining the chute.

V2, March 2022
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Energy dissipation at the base of a chute
Introduction


Energy dissipation must occur at the base
of a chute or drop structure.



This energy dissipation most frequently
takes the form of a hydraulic jump, which
is a hydraulic condition that exists when
fast (supercritical) flow loses its high
velocity and converts back to slower
(subcritical) flow.



The flow conditions within a hydraulic
jump are normally highly turbulent, which
can cause the formation of a scour hole.

Downstream scour protection
Design of downstream scour protection


The difficulty in designing the scour
protection for the base of a gully chute is
that the hydraulic jump can either form at
the base of the chute, or it can be ‘pushed’
well downstream of the chute.



In creeks, the flow conditions downstream
of a chute normally ‘hold’ the hydraulic
jump close to the base of the chute, but
this is not the case in many gullies.



If a detailed hydraulic analysis has not
been performed, then extend the scour
protection a minimum distance of 10H.

Downstream scour protection

Use of recessed energy dissipation ponds


It is ‘natural’ for a scour hole (pond) to
form at the base of most natural gully
chutes.



These scour holes help to stabilise the
position of the hydraulic jump, and
therefore the energy dissipation zone.



However, in some regions, constructing a
permanent pond at the base of a chute
can facilitate mosquito breeding.



An estimation of the minimum size of an
energy dissipation pond is provided in
tables 9.8 & 9.9 at the end of Chapter 9.

Energy dissipation pond (NZ)

Free-draining energy dissipation ponds


Designing the pond to be free draining
removes the mosquito hazard.



The energy dissipation pond can be
designed to be free draining by:
 constructing a recessed pond over
highly permeable soil
 constructing an ‘end sill’ at the end of
the energy dissipater, and forming an
open slot in the end sill (shown left)

Open drainage slot (NSW)
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 constructing an energy dissipater
similar to those shown in this field guide
for Concrete Drop Structures.
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Weir and channel flow equations
Introduction


The face of the chute should have a
constant cross-section from the crest of
the chute to the energy dissipater.



Flow conditions at the crest of a chute will
be governed by a specific weir equation.



The weir equation defines the relationship
between the flow rate (Q), the width of the
weir crest (b), and the upstream water
depth relative to the weir crest (H).



Manning’s equation can then be used to
calculate the velocity down the chute.

Crest of a rock-lined chute (USA)
Weir equation for a wide flat weir crest


For wide chutes (say, b>5H), it can be
acceptable to adopt a simple rectangular
weir equation, such as:
Q = 1.7 b H

1.5

where:


Q = total flow rate [m /s]



b = width of the weir crest [m]



H = upstream hydraulic head (water level)
relative to the weir crest [m]

3

Weir flow head (H) and width (b)
Weir equation for a trapezoidal weir crest


For trapezoidal weirs, either use a
numerical model, or analyse by combining
rectangular weir equation (above) plus a
triangular weir equation (below).



The equation for a triangular weir is:
Q = 1.33 z H

2.5

where: z = the side slope (1 in z) of the
trapezoidal weir.


Thus the trapezoidal weir equation is:
Q = 1.7 b H

1.5

+ 1.33 z H

2.5

Components of a trapezoidal weir
Manning’s equation
The flow velocity down a chute may be
estimated using Manning’s equation:
V = (1/n) R

Chute cross-section
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2/3

.S

1/2

where:
V = average flow velocity (m/s) = Q/A
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient
2
A = cross-sectional area of flow (m )
R = hydraulic radius (m) = A/P
P = wetted perimeter of flow (m)
S = channel slope (m/m)
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Weir hydraulics
Introduction


All weirs share common hydraulic
characteristics.



If the gully floor downstream of a weir is
not protected, then a scour hole will form
and try to undermine the weir.



The potential depth of such scour holes is
difficult to predict, and varies greatly
depending on the soil/bed rock conditions.



A scour hole can potentially reach the
same depth as the fall height (F) of the
weir (to a maximum of around 3–5 m).

Weir flow
Low tailwater conditions


The flow conditions immediately
downstream of a weir are termed the
‘tailwater level’ (TWL).



During regular minor storms, the tailwater
conditions in a typical gully are expected
to be ‘low’ (if not a near-dry gully floor).



This means:
 the water will fall from the crest almost
vertically onto the scour pad (energy
dissipater)
 any soil scour is likely to be close to the
weir and scour pad.

Low tailwater level

High tailwater conditions




During infrequent major storms, the
tailwater level in the gully is likely to be
‘high’.
This means:
 the spilling water may meet the
tailwater at an angle, which means
 jetting from this spilling water may
travel through the downstream water at
this same angle, which means
 soil scour may occur downstream of the
scour pad.

High tailwater level
Drowned weir conditions




If the elevation of the tailwater (relative to
the weir crest, ‘TWL’) is more than 0.8
times the upstream water level (relative to
the weir crest, ‘H’), then the weir is said to
be ‘drowned’ (i.e. TWL > 0.8H).
This means:
 any jetting conditions will likely move
along the surface of the water (i.e. a
floating jet), which means

Drowned weir condition
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 this jetting could cause bank erosion if
the gully meanders (curves/bends)
immediately downstream of the weir.
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Hydraulics of vegetated swales
Open channel hydraulics


A swale is a shallow, low-gradient,
vegetated drainage channel designed to
convey stormwater runoff.



The required size of any drainage
structure, such as a swale, depends on
the nominated design storm.



It is traditional for the 1 in 10 year storm to
be used in the design of farm drains;
however, some guidelines are now
recommending the 1 in 20 year event for
works associated with gully repairs.

Shallow, grassed drainage swale (NSW)
Maximum flow velocity


For wide, shallow drains (say, T>5Y) the
critical design factor is the allowable flow
velocity, which protects the invert (bottom)
of the swale from scour damage.



Instead of using the Manning’s Equation, a
simplified 2-dimensional equation should
be used to determine the maximum flow
velocity at the centre of the swale.
Vmax = (1/n) Y

2/3

.S

1/2

Vmax = maximum flow velocity (m/s)
Y = maximum water depth in swale (m)

Channel terminology

Background to tables 8.1, 8.2 & 8.3

Parabolic swale (distorted vertical scale)



Parabolic (U-shaped) swale



Surface condition: 50-150 mm grass



Flow area: A = 0.67 T.Y



T = top width of the water flow



Swale centre: n = 0.027 + 0.00534/(VY)



Centre velocity: Vmax = (1/n) Y



S = swale slope (m/m) = (% slope/100)



Full swale: n = 0.027 + 0.00663/(V.Y)



Full swale: R = (2T .Y)/(3T + 8Y )



Full swale: Q = (1/n) A . R

2

2/3

.S

2

2/3

3/4

1/2

3/4

2

.S

1/2

Background to Table 8.4


Surface condition: 50-150 mm grass



Manning’s n = 0.027 + 0.00534/(VY)



Centre velocity: Vmax = (1/n) Y

2/3

.S

3/4

½

Background to Table 8.5


Surface condition: variable



Manning’s n: assumed constant for any
given vegetation condition



Maximum allowable flow velocity (m/s):
1/2 3/2

Ymax = (V.n/S )
Vegetated swale (SA)
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Flow capacity of a grass-lined drainage swale
Table 8.1 – Poor grass cover on erosion-prone soil (allowable velocity = 1.0 m/s)
3

Total allowable discharge, Q (m /s)

Slope

Assumed
Manning’s

Water
depth

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

(%)

n

(m)

2m

4m

6m

8m

10 m

20 m

0.2

0.036

0.67

0.544

1.24

1.90

2.56

3.21

6.47

0.4

0.039

0.44

0.391

0.831

1.26

1.69

2.11

4.24

0.6

0.041

0.35

0.317

0.659

0.996

1.33

1.67

3.34

0.8

0.043

0.30

0.272

0.560

0.845

1.13

1.41

2.83

1.0

0.045

0.27

0.242

0.494

0.745

0.995

1.24

2.49

2.0

0.051

0.18

0.166

0.337

0.506

0.675

0.844

1.69

4.0

0.058

0.13

0.114

0.228

0.343

0.458

0.572

1.14

6.0

0.063

0.10

0.090

0.180

0.271

0.361

0.452

0.903

10

0.071

0.08

0.066

0.132

0.197

0.263

0.329

0.658

20

0.086

0.05

0.040

0.081

0.122

0.162

0.203

0.405

Table 8.2 – Poor grass cover on erosion-resistant soil, or good grass cover on erosionprone soil (allowable velocity = 1.5 m/s)
3

Total allowable discharge, Q (m /s)

Slope

Assumed
Manning’s

Water
depth

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

(%)

n

(m)

2m

4m

6m

8m

10 m

20 m

0.2

0.032

1.05

1.08

2.78

4.43

6.04

7.63

15.5

0.4

0.034

0.67

0.827

1.88

2.89

3.89

4.89

9.83

0.6

0.035

0.52

0.680

1.48

2.25

3.02

3.78

7.59

0.8

0.036

0.44

0.585

1.24

1.88

2.52

3.16

6.34

1.0

0.037

0.38

0.519

1.09

1.65

2.20

2.75

5.52

2.0

0.041

0.26

0.354

0.723

1.09

1.45

1.82

3.64

4.0

0.045

0.17

0.241

0.487

0.732

0.976

1.22

2.44

6.0

0.048

0.14

0.193

0.388

0.583

0.778

0.972

1.94

10

0.053

0.11

0.146

0.292

0.439

0.585

0.731

1.46

20

0.061

0.07

0.098

0.197

0.296

0.394

0.493

0.986

Table 8.3 – Good grass cover on erosion-resistant soil (allowable velocity = 2.0 m/s)
Slope

Assumed
Manning’s

Water
depth

3

Total allowable discharge, Q (m /s)
Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

(%)

n

(m)

2m

4m

6m

8m

10 m

20 m

0.2

0.030

1.50

1.63

4.85

8.12

11.3

14.4

30.0

0.4

0.031

0.94

1.37

3.40

5.36

7.27

9.17

18.5

0.6

0.032

0.72

1.16

2.68

4.15

5.59

7.02

14.1

0.8

0.033

0.60

1.02

2.25

3.45

4.64

5.82

11.7

1.0

0.033

0.52

0.908

1.97

3.00

4.02

5.04

10.1

2.0

0.036

0.34

0.620

1.29

1.94

2.60

3.25

6.51

4.0

0.039

0.22

0.417

0.848

1.28

1.70

2.13

4.26

6.0

0.041

0.18

0.331

0.669

1.01

1.34

1.68

3.36

10

0.045

0.13

0.248

0.500

0.750

1.00

1.25

2.50

20

0.051

0.09

0.169

0.339

0.509

0.68

0.85

1.70

Notes: The swale is parabolic in cross-section (i.e. U-shaped). The ‘water depth’ is the maximum water
depth at the centre of the swale. The overall depth of the swale would depend on the specified freeboard.
The ‘width’ is the top width (T) of the water surface (i.e. not the overall width of the physical channel).
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Maximum allowable flow depth in a wide, shallow channel
The following table provides the maximum allowable flow depth (Y) in drainage channels (of any
profile, rectangular, V-shaped, U-shaped) so long as the top width of the flow (T) is significantly
greater than the flow depth (say, T > 5Y).

Table 8.4 – Maximum allowable flow depth in a wide, shallow channel
Allowable flow velocity over grassed surface
Slope of drain

1 m/s

1.5 m/s

1.8 m/s

2 m/s

Grade

%

Degrees

Ymax (m)

Ymax (m)

Ymax (m)

Ymax (m)

1 in 1000

0.1

0.06

1.03

1.67

2.12

2.44

1 in 500

0.2

0.11

0.67

1.05

1.31

1.50

0.3

0.17

0.53

0.81

1.00

1.14

1 in 250

0.4

0.23

0.44

0.67

0.83

0.94

1 in 200

0.5

0.29

0.39

0.58

0.72

0.81

0.6

0.34

0.35

0.52

0.64

0.72

0.7

0.40

0.32

0.47

0.58

0.65

0.8

0.46

0.30

0.44

0.53

0.60

0.9

0.52

0.28

0.41

0.49

0.55

1 in 100

1

0.57

0.27

0.38

0.46

0.52

1 in 50

2

1.15

0.19

0.26

0.30

0.34

3

1.72

0.15

0.20

0.24

0.26

1 in 25

4

2.29

0.13

0.17

0.20

0.22

1 in 20

5

2.86

0.12

0.15

0.18

0.20

6

3.43

0.11

0.14

0.16

0.18

7

4.00

0.10

0.13

0.15

0.16

8

4.57

0.09

0.12

0.14

0.15

9

5.14

0.09

0.11

0.13

0.14

1 in 10

10

5.71

0.08

0.11

0.12

0.13

1 in 6

16.7

9.46

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.10

1 in 5

20

11.3

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.09

1 in 4

25

14.0

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.08

1 in 3

33.3

18.4

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.07

1 in 2.5

40

21.8

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.07

1 in 2

50

26.6

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.06

Notes:
This analysis is based on a grass-lined channel with grass height of 50 to 150 mm.
Adopt an allowable flow velocity of 1.0 m/s for poor grass cover over a weak (erosion prone, but
not dispersive) soil.
Adopt an allowable flow velocity of 1.5 m/s for poor grass cover over a strong (erosion resistant)
soil, or good grass cover over a weak (erosion prone, but not dispersive) soil.
Adopt an allowable flow velocity of 1.8 m/s for good grass cover over a medium-strength soil.
Adopt an allowable flow velocity of 2.0 m/s for good grass cover over an erosion-resistant soil.
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Maximum allowable flow depth for various vegetated swales
Table 8.5 – Maximum allowable flow depth (m) for various vegetated swales
Vegetation condition =
Manning’s n =
Allowable velocity =
Slope of swale

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

0.15

0.10

0.08

0.05

0.03

1.0 m/s

1.5 m/s

1.5 m/s

1.8 m/s

2.0 m/s

Cases 1 & 2 produce the same allowable depths by coincidence

Grade

%

1 in 1000

0.1

10.3

10.3

7.39

4.80

2.61

1 in 500

0.2

6.14

6.14

4.40

2.85

1.55

0.3

4.53

4.53

3.24

2.11

1.15

1 in 250

0.4

3.65

3.65

2.61

1.70

0.92

1 in 200

0.5

3.09

3.09

2.21

1.44

0.78

0.6

2.69

2.69

1.93

1.25

0.68

0.7

2.40

2.40

1.72

1.12

0.61

0.8

2.17

2.17

1.55

1.01

0.55

0.9

1.99

1.99

1.42

0.92

0.50

1 in 100

1

1.84

1.84

1.31

0.85

0.46

1 in 50

2

1.09

1.09

0.78

0.51

0.28

3

0.81

0.81

0.58

0.37

0.20

1 in 25

4

0.65

0.65

0.46

0.30

0.16

1 in 20

5

0.55

0.55

0.39

0.26

0.14

6

0.48

0.48

0.34

0.22

0.12

7

0.43

0.43

0.31

0.20

0.11

8

0.39

0.39

0.28

0.18

0.10

9

0.35

0.35

0.25

0.16

0.09

10

0.33

0.33

0.23

0.15

0.08

1 in 10

Maximum allowable flow depth (m)

Notes:
The maximum allowable flow depth (Ymax) is based on a re-arranged Manning’s equation
(below), with Manning’s roughness (n) independent of flow depth (Y) and velocity (V).
1/2 3/2

Ymax = (V.n/S )

Case 1: This case represents a fully vegetated swale with trees and shrubs at approximately
one (1) metre spacing, including plants with low branches and fallen trees. Such vegetation
density would be very difficult to walk through.
Case 2: This case represents trees at approximately two (2) metre spacing, with low branches,
regular shrubs, but no vines. Such vegetation density would be difficult to walk through.
Case 3: Trees at approximately 4 metre spacing, some low branches, few shrubs. Easy to walk,
but difficult to run over such a surface.
Case 4: Long grass on an irregular (bumpy) surface with few trees, or trees at approximately
8 metre spacing on a well-grassed surface, no shrubs, no low branches. A person could freely
move over such a surface.
Case 5: Short, well-maintained grass (< 50 mm blade length) with the water depth significantly
greater than the height of the grass.
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9. Common Properties of Rock
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Introduction
Introduction


Rock is one of the most common materials
used in the repair of creeks and gullies.



Rock is successful because it works well
with or without vegetation cover.



The purpose of this chapter is to present
much of the design information on rock
selection and placement, thus avoiding
having to repeat the same information
each time rock is discussed throughout
the field guide.

Bank stabilisation with rock (Qld)
Types of rock


Common types of rock, including:
 sandstone
 granite
 limestone
 basalt.



The shape of the rock can either be:
 ‘rounded’ typically originating from
instream or floodplain extraction, or
 ‘angular’ or ‘fractured’ quarry rock.

Round river rock (NSW)
Specifying a required rock size


Numerous equations have been
developed for the sizing of rock; however,
we should not pretend that these
equations are accurate to the nearest
millimetre.



Sometimes a simple equation, such as,
2
d50 = 40 V , can be used to approximate
the rock size, and then:
 increase this diameter to the next
standard rock size, such as:
 300, 450, 600, 1000 mm (refer to your
local rock supplier for available sizes).

This equation gives d50 in millimetres

Quarry face or selected rock sizing


Some quarries only sell a limited range of
rock sizes, such as:
 quarry face (or first blast), which often
includes rock sizes from 300 mm to
over 1000 mm
 selected rocks larger than 1000 mm
 rocks of around 450 or 600 mm, or
 graded rocks (50, 100, 200, 300 mm)
which have near-uniform dimensions.

Large fractured rock (Qld)
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Don’t try looking for rock that is exactly
367 mm in diameter!
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Design parameters
Introduction


The following pages present an overview
of the various properties of rock, including:
 equation safety factors
 rock shape
 method of placement
 use of an underlying filter system
 Manning’s roughness
 rock density
 effective thickness of a rock layer.

Rock chute (Qld)
Safety factor (SF)


For low risk sites, a safety factor of 1.2 is
recommended.



Examples of low risk structures include:
 gullies in open fields
 locations where healthy vegetation is
likely to establish over the rocks.



For high risk sites, a safety factor of 1.5 is
recommended, for example:
 gully heads located near important
infrastructure.

Bank stabilisation (SA)
Effects of rock shape (K1)


Fractured rock is generally more stable
than rounded rock.



Most rock sizing equations, including
those presented within this field guide, are
based on the use of fractured (angular)
rock.



A correction factor (K1 = 1.36) must be
applied if rounded rock is used.



This means rounded rock needs to be
36% larger than angular rock in order to
achieve the same degree of stability.

Fractured rock (Qld)
Effects of rock placement on rock stability

Individual placement of rocks (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



Rock-lined surfaces formed by the
individual placement (stacking) of rocks
are generally more stable than rock-lined
surfaces produced by dumping the rock
from a truck or bucket.



Rocks dumped from a height, such as
being dumped from a truck, will fall to the
angle of repose for the given rock.



‘Placed’ or ‘stacked’ rock can be used to
stabilise bank slopes at a much steeper
gradient than the rock’s natural angle of
repose.
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Use of filter layers and filter cloth
Use of filter cloth


Filter cloth is typically placed under the
rock in the following structures:
 some batter chutes
 some drainage channels
 non-vegetated bank stabilisation
 energy dissipaters & outlet structures.



The filter cloth must have sufficient
strength (minimum ‘bidim A24’), and must
be suitably overlapped to withstand the
expected disturbance of the cloth during
rock placement.

Filter cloth (Qld)
Conditions where filter cloth should not be
used


The ‘old rule’ was that rock must always
be placed over a filter layer made up of
either smaller rocks, or filter cloth.



However, an underlying filter layer is
usually not required IF the voids are filled
with soil and pocket planted (which is the
preferred outcome).



Therefore, fully vegetated, rock-lined
banks usually do not require filter cloth to
be placed under the rock.

Voids filled with soil prior to planting (Qld)
The use of aggregate filters


An alternative to the use of filter cloth is
the use of an aggregate filter.



Two or more layers of aggregate may be
required depending on the size of the
primary armour rock.



Recommended rock size grading is:
d15c/d85f < 5 < d15c/d15f < 40

where:
 ‘c’ and ‘f’ refer to the coarse upper layer
and fine rock underlay respectively.
Rock filter layer (blue) under surface rock
Filter cloth cannot be placed directly on a
dispersive soil


Dispersive soils contain highly mobile clay
particles.



Clay particles are so small in size that they
readily pass through all forms of
construction-grade filter cloth.



Dispersive soils must be sealed by a layer
of non-dispersive soil prior to placement of
rocks, a filter cloth, or aggregate filter.

Erosion under rocks on a dispersive soil
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The hydraulic roughness of rock
Manning’s equation


The average channel flow velocity may be
calculated using Manning’s equation:
V = (1/n) . R

Channel geometry and flow conditions

2/3

.S

½

(9.1)
where:
V = average flow velocity (m/s)
n = Manning’s roughness coefficient
R = hydraulic radius (m) = A/P
2
A = effective flow area of channel (m )
P = wetted perimeter of flow (m)
S = channel slope (m/m)
Factors affecting the hydraulic roughness
of rock-lined surfaces


The Manning’s roughness (n) of rock-lined
surfaces depends on:
 the average rock size (d50)
 the distribution of rock sizes, defined in
this case by the ratio: d50/d90
 the depth of water flow, usually defined
by the hydraulic radius of flow (R)
 the existence of vegetation
 the occurrence of aerated water (e.g.
whitewater flowing down rapids).

Gravel-based alluvial waterway (Tas)
Manning’s roughness in deep water


The Strickler equation for deep water may
be presented as:
n = ((d50)



1/6

)/21.1

(9.2)

An alternative equation was developed by
Meyer-Peter & Muller:
n = ((d90)

1/6

)/26.0

(9.3)

where:
 d50 = rock size for which 50% of rocks
(by weight) are smaller [m]
 d90 = rock size for which 90% of rocks
(by weight) are smaller [m]

Deep water flow conditions (Qld)

Manning’s roughness in shallow water


The Manning’s roughness (n) of rock-lined
surfaces in both shallow water and deep
water flow conditions is provided by:
n 

d90 1/6
26(1  0.3593m )

 m = [(R/d90)(d50/d90)]

(9.4)

0.7

 R = hydraulic radius of flow [m]


Shallow water flow conditions (Qld)
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The relative roughness (d50/d90) of rock
extracted from streambeds is typically in
the range 0.2 to 0.5; while quarried rock is
commonly in the range 0.5 to 0.8.
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Manning’s roughness of rock
The Manning’s (n) roughness for rock-lined surfaces can be determined from Table 9.1 or
Equation 9.4.
Table 9.1 – Manning’s (n) roughness of rock-lined surfaces
d50/d90 = 0.5
d50 =

200mm

300mm

400mm

d50/d90 = 0.8
500mm

200mm

Manning’s roughness (n)

R (m)

300mm

400mm

500mm

Manning’s roughness (n)

0.2

0.10

0.14

0.17

0.21

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.11

0.3

0.08

0.11

0.14

0.16

0.05

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.4

0.07

0.09

0.12

0.14

0.04

0.05

0.07

0.08

0.5

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.6

0.06

0.08

0.09

0.11

0.04

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.8

0.05

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.04

0.04

0.05

0.06

1.0

0.04

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.05

Equation 9.4 is considered to produce significantly better estimates of the Manning’s roughness
of rock-lined surfaces in shallow water flow compared to the use of traditional deep water
equations of Strickler, Meyer-Peter & Muller and Limerinos.
Given the high variability of Manning’s n, and the wide range of variables that are believed to
influence the hydraulic roughness of a rock-lined channel, Equation 9.4 is considered well within
the limits of accuracy expected for Manning’s n selection.
Data analysis during the development of Equation 9.4 indicated that the Meyer-Peter & Muller
equation (Equation 9.3) produced more reliable estimates of the deep water Manning's
roughness values than the Strickler equation (Equation 9.2). Possibly the choice between the
two equations would come down to how reliable the determination of the d50 and d90 values are.
If the estimate of d90 is not reliable, then it would be more appropriate to rely on the Strickler
equation for the determination of the deep water Manning's n value, and vice versa.
Table 9.2 provides the range of data values used in the development of Equation 9.4. This table
also contains the data range for the selected variables for which the calculated Manning’s n
value using Equation 3.4 fall within +/-10% of the observed Manning’s n.
Table 9.2 – Data range used in determination of Equation 9.4
d50 (mm)

d90 (mm)

R/d50

R/d90

no/n

d50/d90

16
112
16
397

90
350
90
1080

2.31
55.6
1.17
66.9

0.73
12.0
0.31
12.9

0.284
1.080
0.097
1.120

0.080
0.661
0.080
0.661

Min (+/-10%)
Max (+/-10%)
Min (All data)
Max (All data)

Maximum bank gradient
The recommended maximum desirable side slope of a large rock-lined chute is 1:2 (V:H);
however, side slopes as steep as 1:1.5 can be stable if the rock is individually placed rather
than dumped. Typical angles of repose for dumped rock are provided in Table 9.3.
Table 9.3 – Typical angle of repose for dumped rock
Rock shape

Angle of repose (degrees)
Rock size > 100 mm

42

o

41

o

40

Very angular rock

41

Slightly angular rock

40

Moderately rounded rock

39
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Rock size > 500 mm

o
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Typical properties of rock
Crushed rock is generally more stable than natural rounded rock; however, rounded rock has a
more ‘natural’ appearance. A 36% increase in rock size is recommended if rounded rock is used
(i.e. K1 = 1.36, which is a coefficient used in several rock-sizing equations).
The rock should be durable and resistant to weathering, and should be proportioned so that
neither the breadth nor the thickness of a single rock is less than one-third of its length.
Maximum rock size generally should not exceed twice the nominal (d50) rock size, but in some
cases a maximum rock size of 1.5 times the average rock size may be specified.
Typical rock densities (sr) are presented in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4 – Relative density (specific gravity) of rock
Rock type

Relative density (sr)

Sandstone

2.1 to 2.4

Granite

2.5 to 3.1 (commonly 2.6)

Limestone

2.6

Basalt

2.7 to 3.2

Table 9.5 provides a suggested distribution of rock sizes for waterway chutes. The distribution
of rock size can also be described by the coefficient of uniformity, C u = d60/d10, which usually
falls in the range 1.1 to 2.7, but typically around 2.1. Witter & Abt (1990) reported that poorly
graded rock (Cu = 1.1) has a critical discharge 8% greater than well-graded rock (Cu = 2.2).
Table 9.5 – Typical distribution of rock size for fish friendly structures (guide only)
Rock size ratio

Assumed distribution value

d100/d50

2.0

d90/d50

1.8

d75/d50

1.5

d65/d50

1.3

d40/d50

0.65

d33/d50

0.50

d10/d50

0.20

Note: dX = nominal rock size (diameter) of which X% (by weight) of the rocks are smaller.

Effective thickness of a rock layer
The thickness of the armour layer should be sufficient to allow at least two overlapping layers of
the nominal rock size. The thickness of rock protection must also be sufficient to accommodate
the largest rock size. It is noted that increasing the thickness of the rock placement will not
compensate for the use of undersized rock.
In order to allow at least two layers of rock, the minimum thickness of rock protection (T) can be
approximated by the values presented in Table 9.6.
Table 9.6 – Minimum thickness (T) of two layers of rock
Min. thickness (T)

Size distribution (d50/d90)

Description

1.4 d50

1.0

Highly uniform rock size

1.6 d50

0.8

Typical upper limit of quarry rock

1.8 d50

0.67

Recommended lower limit of distribution

2.1 d50

0.5

Typical lower limit of quarry rock

Note: dX = nominal rock size (diameter) of which X% (by weight) of the rocks are smaller.
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Sizing rock if placed at the base of a gully or batter chute
Recommended mean (d50) rock sizes and length (L) of rock protection for gully chutes are
presented in tables 9.7 and 9.8. These rock sizes are based on ASCE (1992).
Table 9.7 – Mean rock size, d50 (mm) for gully chute outlet protection
Flow depth
at base of
[1]
chute

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

50 mm

100

100

100

200

200

200

300

100 mm

100

100

200

200

300

300

400

200 mm

100

200

300

300

400

[2]

[2]

300 mm

200

200

300

400

[2]

[2]

[2]

[1]
[2]

Flow velocity at base of chute (m/s)

This is the flow depth at the base of the chute as it approaches the rock pad (energy dissipater). If the
base of the chute is not ‘flat’, then adopt the maximum flow depth at the base of the chute.
Consider using a rock-filled mattress outlet.

The length of the energy dissipater (L), as presented in Table 9.8, will not fully contain all energy
dissipation; therefore, some degree of scour is likely to occur downstream of the rock pad.
Table 9.8 – Recommended length, L (m) of a rock pad at the base of a batter chute
Flow depth
at base of
chute

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

50 mm

1.0

1.5

2.1

2.6

3.1

3.6

4.2

100 mm

1.3

2.0

2.7

3.4

4.1

4.8

5.5

200 mm

2.1

2.7

3.4

4.3

5.2

6.1

7.0

300 mm

2.7

3.6

4.3

4.8

5.8

6.8

7.9

Flow velocity at base of chute (m/s)

As indicated in Figure 9.1, rock pad outlet structures for batter chutes should ideally be
recessed below the surrounding ground level to promote effective energy dissipation. Recessing
the rock pad helps to ensure suitable tailwater conditions are achieved. The recommended
recess depth (Z) can be determined from Table 9.9.
Table 9.9 – Recommended recess depth, Z (m) for batter chute outlet protection
Depth of
approach
flow (mm)

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

50

0.13

0.20

0.28

0.36

0.43

0.50

0.60

100

0.14

0.23

0.32

0.42

0.50

0.60

0.70

200

0.12

0.21

0.31

0.42

0.50

0.60

0.70

300

0.07

0.16

0.25

0.35

0.44

0.55

0.65

Flow velocity at base of chute (m/s)

Figure 9.1 – Typical profile of a recessed outlet structure (side view)
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Related documents
Background to Rock Roughness Equation


A detailed discussion on the development
of the Manning’s roughness coefficient (n)
for rock-lined surfaces (Equation 9.4) is
presented in a separate publication
available within the Fact Sheet section of
the Catchments and Creeks website.



https://www.catchmentsandcreeks.com.au
/fact-sheets/esc_rock_sizing.html

Background to Rock Roughness Equation
Background to Rock Sizing Equations


A discussion on the development of the
rock sizing equations for rock chutes is
presented in a separate publication
available within the Fact Sheet section of
the Catchments and Creeks website.



https://www.catchmentsandcreeks.com.au
/fact-sheets/esc_rock_sizing.html

Background to Rock Sizing Equations
Use of Rock in Waterway Engineering


A separate Field Guide was prepared in
2014 and revised in 2021 on the use of
rock in waterway engineering.



https://www.catchmentsandcreeks.com.au
/waterways_field_guides.html

Use of Rock in Waterway Engineering
Use of Rock in Stormwater Engineering


A separate Field Guide was prepared in
2014 and revised in 2021 on the use of
rock in stormwater engineering.



https://www.catchmentsandcreeks.com.au
/stormwater_field_guides.html

Use of Rock in Stormwater Engineering
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10. Gully Head Stabilisation
Techniques
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Introduction
Treatment options


In order to achieve stable conditions, the
gully head must be protected against:
 expected inflows (noting that flow
diversion banks may be used to alter
the expected flow rate)
 the effects of raindrop impact
 scouring or long-term bed lowering at
the base of the gully head.



The above discussion assumes that the
gully will not be backfilled, but will remain
as a permanent feature of the landscape.

Stormwater inflow into a gully (Qld)
Stabilising a gully head against expected
inflows


Chapter 7 provides a ‘rough’ guide to flow
estimation for small rural catchments.



Chapter 8 provides an introduction to
various ‘weir’ equations that can be used
to analyse flow conditions at the crest
(top) of a gully chute or drop structure.



This chapter (Chapter 10) discusses each
of the various options available for the
stabilisation of the gully head against the
effects of concentrated inflows.

Gully chute hydraulics
Stabilising a gully against raindrop impact


If funding is not available to fully stabilise
the gully head, then steps can be taken to
at least slow the growth of the gully head.



If the exposed soil is highly dispersive,
then rainfall can cause ongoing erosion
problems, even if there was insufficient
rain to generate runoff.



Consider the following options:
 treat the soil with gypsum, then grass
 cover the soil with a PVC chute
 cover the soil with a filter cloth chute.

Stabilising soil with filter cloth (Qld)

Stabilising a gully head against a future
lowering of the gully floor


If the gully floor is currently unstable, or
has not achieved a stable elevation, then
as the gully floor erodes, it can undermine
any newly constructed inlet chute.



The consequences of this problem can be
reduced by building a substantial cut-off
wall (or recessed rock check dam) under
the outlet apron of the chute and/or energy
dissipater.

Undermining the base of the rock chute
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Use of chutes and drop structures
Introduction


The following chapter outlines the design
of various types of chutes and drop
structures that can be used to stabilise a
gully head.



Chutes and drop structures operate under
different hydraulic conditions, and each
have their own advantages and
disadvantages.

Sandbag drop structure (NSW)
Gully chutes and batter chutes


Advantages (in general):
 can have reduced safety risks
compared to a drop structure
 can be made fish-friendly
 typically incorporate less structural
engineering.



Disadvantage (in general):
 can be ‘longer’ than a drop structure,
which may mean a higher construction
cost.

Rock chute (SA)
Drop structures


Advantages (in general):
 can be more compact and cheaper if
the drop height exceeds 3 m (but not
always)
 in some cases the energy dissipation
zone can be shorter than for an
equivalent gully chute.



Disadvantage (in general):
 high safety risks for any person or
animal swept through the structure.

Concrete weir-type drop structure (SA)
Stepped chute or drop structure


Advantages (in general):
 can be easier to construct (depending
on the material)
 can help to dissipate energy down the
face of the ‘chute’ if the approaching
flow depth (H) is less than the step
height.



Stepped batter chute (Qld)
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 can increase ‘splash’ and the effective
depth of flow down the chute, which
increases the construction cost.
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Chutes (general discussion)

Butyl rubber chutes


Rubber sheeting can provide immediate
stability to a gully head, but this is rarely a
permanent solution.



If placed over a dispersive or slaking soil,
tunnel erosion is likely to occur under the
rubber sheeting, unless the soil is
adequately treated.



Rubber sheeting such as this can be used
to temporarily stabilise an active gully
head while a permanent gully chute is
being constructed nearby.

Butyl rubber drainage chute (NZ)
Commercial modular units


Numerous products are available
commercially, typically made from
concrete, corrugated iron, or plastic.



Some products require well-prepared
foundations, while other products can be
supported by stakes.



Generally these products are only capable
of carrying relatively low flow rates,
consequently they are more commonly
used as ‘batter chutes’ rather than ‘gully
head chutes’.

Modular concrete batter chute (Qld)
Concrete chutes


Reinforced concrete chutes need to be
designed on a case-by-case basis.



Designs are usually performed through the
collaboration of both a structural and
hydraulic engineer.



Most designs require well-prepared
foundations, which usually means treating
and compacting any underlying dispersive
soil.



Energy dissipation at the base of the chute
is a critical component of the chute design.

Concrete chute (NSW)
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Chutes (general discussion)
Corrugated iron chutes


Corrugated iron chutes can be formed
from:
 commercially-available half-pipe
modular units (typically used as batter
chutes)
 in-situ constructed gully head chutes
formed by overlapping corrugated iron
sheets.



It is critical to control leakages, and to
prevent the formation of tunnel erosion
under the iron sheeting.

Corrugated iron batter chute (NSW)
Geotextile chutes


Numerous types of geotextiles exist in the
commercial market.



Geotextiles can be:
 permeable or impermeable
 temporary or permanent (i.e. UV
stabilised, which usually means they
are ‘black’ or have a dark colour).



Filter cloth is often used to form a
temporary chute while the permanent gully
chute is being constructed nearby.

Temporary filter cloth chute (NSW)
Grass chutes


Simple grass chutes are rarely used in
gully stabilisation because of their limited
allowable flow velocity.



Grass is normally integrated with other
products, such as:
 grassed rock chutes
 reinforced grass chutes
 stiff grass chutes.



The grass needs to be compatible with the
adjacent vegetation, and the needs of the
gully.

Grassed batter chute (Qld)

Grouted rock and boulder chutes




Grouted rock and boulder chutes can
sometimes integrate well with a gully, but
at other times can result in a complete
failure.
Keys to a good outcome are:
 good foundations
 all rocks washed clean of dirt
 integration of vegetation into those
areas that do not need to be grouted.



Use this design option with caution.

Grouted rock chute (Qld)
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Chutes (general discussion)
PVC sheeting


PVC sheeting is just one example of a
temporary synthetic chute.



If placed over a dispersive or slaking soil,
tunnel erosion is likely to occur under the
PVC sheeting, unless the soil is
adequately treated.



PVC sheeting is often used to form a
temporary chute while the permanent gully
chute is being constructed nearby.

PVC plastic sheet batter chute (USA)
Reinforced grass chutes


Reinforced grass has its place in the
stormwater industry, but it is important to
recognise its limitations.



Possible issues that need to be
considered include:
 compatibility with grass-feeding animals
 effects of extended periods of drought
 effects of grass fires.


Reinforced grass (Qld)

A good product in the right place, but a
bad product when used in the wrong
place—use with caution.

Rock chutes


Rock chutes are the most common form of
gully head and batter chutes.



Traditionally rock chutes have been
constructed without the immediate
incorporation of vegetation, which usually
means weeds will eventually cover the
rocks.



Integrating the right plants during the
construction phase can strengthen the
chute, and help to reduce ongoing
maintenance (i.e. weed removal).

Vegetated rock chute (Qld)
Rock mattress chutes


In arid and semi-arid regions, gabions and
rock-filled mattresses can survive for
many years without vegetation.



However, in most other regions, the wire
should be considered only as a temporary
component of the chute that must
eventually be replaced by appropriate
vegetation.



Integrating the right plants during the
construction phase can help to reduce
ongoing maintenance issues.

Rock mattress chute (Qld)
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Chutes (general discussion)
Sandbag chutes


Sandbag chutes can be designed and
constructed with just general land
management ‘common sense’, and a
basic understanding of hydraulics.



But just one small error in the design can
cause the whole structure to fail.



Experience in the design of these
structures can greatly improve the
probability of success.



This design option is generally only a
temporary solution.

Sandbag chute (Qld)
Stepped gabion chutes


In arid and semi-arid regions, gabions can
survive for many years without vegetation.



However, in most other regions, the wire
should be considered only as a temporary
component of the chute that must
eventually be replaced by appropriate
vegetation.



Finding the right type of vegetation to
integrate into these structures can be
difficult.

Stepped gabion chute (Qld)
Stiff grass chutes


Stiff grass chutes need to be recessed
well below the adjacent land in order to
prevent flows from being diverted around
the stiff grasses once these grasses have
reached maturity.



There are a number of ‘hydraulic issues’
that can be difficult to understand and
accommodate by inexperienced workers.



In the right conditions, this can be the best
overall long-term solution to a gully
erosion problem.

Stiff grass chute (Qld)
Tyre chutes


Various designs exist.



Warning; some designs are protected by
commercial copyright provisions.



Can experience similar design issues and
long-term outcomes as rock mattress
chutes.



Gully erosion cannot be solved by simply
backfilling a gully with old car tyres!

Rock-filled tyre chute (NT)
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Drop structures (general discussion)

Concrete block drop structures


The use of concrete blocks can simplify
the design and construction process.



Maximum drop height is possibly limited to
around 3 m.



The wall must be steel reinforced, and all
voids filled with concrete.

Concrete block drop structure (NSW)
Concrete drop structures


Several standard designs exist in design
manuals (e.g. Design of Small Dams).



These days such structures are probably
considered too unsafe for use in urban
areas.



Construction cost is likely to be greater
than an equivalent concrete block drop
structure, and the structure’s dimensions
are probably limited by available funding.

Concrete drop structure (NT)
Gabion drop structures


Gabion drop structures can be relatively
easy to design, but expensive and labourintensive to build.



In arid and semi-arid regions, gabions
have been known to survive for many
years without vegetation cover.



In all other regions, long-term durability
requires the wire mesh to eventually be
replaced by healthy vegetation cover



The wire mesh regularly fails within the
splash zone of drop structures.

Gabion drop structure (Qld)
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Drop structures (general discussion)
Grouted rock drop structures


Grouted rock drop structures can
sometimes integrate well with the gully,
but structural failures can occur if the
underlying soil is dispersive.



Keys to a good outcome are:
 good foundations and soil treatment
 all rocks washed clean of dirt
 integration of vegetation into those
areas that do not need to be grouted.



Expect the grout to eventually crack and
separate from the rocks.

Grouted rock drop structure (USA)
Soil-cement drop structures


Soil-cement drop structures can be
constructed using equipment generally
available within rural areas.



Long-term durability problems have been
reported, specifically in regards to the
long-term effects of the lime.



Research the outcomes of local projects
before proceeding.



Sometimes it can just be an idea that is
worth trying for relatively low cost.

Soil-cement drop structure (USA)
Steel (sheet piling) drop structures


Designs can be relatively simple.



These drop structures are effectively
‘weirs’, and simple weir hydraulics applies.



Important to ensure that flows do not
bypass around the weir.

Sheet pile drop structure (NSW)
Timber drop structures


The use of treated timber posts can
simplify the design and construction
process.



Maximum drop height is possibly limited to
around 2 to 3 metres.



Structural failures can occur if the
underlying soil is dispersive.



Long-term durability usually depends on
the appropriate treatment of the
surrounding soils.

Timber drop structure (NSW)
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Stepped drop structures (general discussion)

Narrow step designs


Some chutes are constructed with steps
simply because of the types of building
materials used.



If the approaching flow depth (H) is
approximately equal to, or less than, the
step height, then a stepped chute will help
to dissipate energy as the flow descends
the chute.



As flows pass down the chute it will
usually turn into ‘whitewater’, meaning
highly aerated, which increases the
effective depth of the flow.

Narrow step rock mattress chute (Qld)
Wide step designs


Wide steps (i.e. wide in the horizontal
plane) can be used to:
 encourage a hydraulic jump to form
below each step
 increase energy dissipation at each
step
 reduce the size of the energy dissipater
at the base of the structure.



These types of structures are more likely
to be used as dam and basin spillways.

Grouted rock drop structure (ACT)
Construction materials


Stepped chutes and drop structures can
be formed from:
 concrete
 concrete blocks
 gabions
 grouted rock
 rock mattresses
 soil-cement mixtures.

Concrete drop structure (SA)
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10.1 Butyl rubber chutes

Introduction


Butyl rubber is a synthetic rubber.



It is a tough rubber-like material, with low
density, low permeability and good ‘flex’
properties.



Butyl rubber is often used as the inner
lining of tubeless tyres.

Butyl rubber

Butyl rubber chute (NSW)
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Butyl rubber chutes
Upstream anchorage


As flows approach a batter chute, the
velocity of the water begins to accelerate
some distance upstream of the chute’s
crest.



This increased flow velocity can cause soil
scour immediately upstream of the batter
chute, which means any flexible lining,
such as butyl rubber, must be adequately
anchored (pinned) in a deep trench.



The ‘minimum’ dimensions shown in all of
these diagrams can be amended by sitespecific analysis and design.

Anchorage of Butyl rubber
Upstream scour control


Scour protection upstream of the batter
chute can be provided by either:
 extending the butyl rubber a safe
distance upstream of the crest, or
 anchoring the butyl rubber in a trench,
then extending appropriate scour
protection upstream of the rubber.



Alternative upstream scour protection

The required extent of scour protection
can be determined by hydraulic analysis,
otherwise adopt a distance of at least ‘5H’,
where ‘H’ is the upstream water depth
relative to the crest elevation.

Downstream anchorage and scour control


Flow velocities at the base of the chute
can also cause soil scour, which means
any flexible lining, such as butyl rubber,
must again be adequately anchored
(pinned) in a deep trench.



Scour protection downstream of the chute
can be provided by either:
 extending the butyl rubber a safe
distance downstream of the chute, or
 anchoring the butyl rubber in a trench,
then extending appropriate scour
protection downstream of the rubber.

Downstream scour protection

Optional energy dissipation pond


An alternative to a ‘bed level’ energy
dissipation zone is the creation of a
recessed energy dissipation pond.



With appropriate detailing, these energy
dissipation ponds can be designed to be
free draining, thus avoiding possible
mosquito breeding problems.



An estimation of the minimum size of an
energy dissipation pond is provided in
tables 9.8 & 9.9 at the end of Chapter 9.

Energy dissipation pond (NZ)
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10.2 Concrete block drop structures

Introduction


Maximum drop height is possibly limited to
around 3 m.



Energy dissipation at the base of the chute
is a critical component of the chute design



The wall must be steel reinforced, and all
voids filled with concrete.



Most designs require well-prepared
foundations, which usually means treating
and compacting any underlying dispersive
soils.

Concrete block drop structure (NSW)
Design steps


Concrete (Besser) block

Designs are usually performed by a
structural and hydraulic engineer.

Typical design steps:
1. Determine a design discharge for the
upstream catchment (Chapter 7).
2. Determine the weir width (b) based on the
weir equations provided in Chapter 8, and
the desired maximum upstream flow depth
(H).
3. If the depth of the gully head exceeds 3
metres, then consider the possibility of
using two or more drop structures in
series, each with a maximum fall height
not exceeding 3 m.
4. Choose between the options of:
 extending scour protection a minimum
of 5H upstream of the drop crest, or
 designing the drop structure with a
raised weir crest (Chapter 8) that
reduces upstream flow velocities.
5. Extend scour protection a minimum of 10H
downstream of the drop (unless otherwise
directed).
6. Design the foundations, soil treatment,
and subsoil drainage system.

Subsoil drainage behind wall
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10.3 Concrete chutes

Introduction


Reinforced concrete chutes need to be
designed on a case-by-case basis.



Designs are usually performed via the
collaboration of a structural and hydraulic
engineer.



Most designs will require tall vertical
sidewalls in order to fully contain the flow.



Various options exist for dissipating flow
energy at the base of the chute.

Concrete chute (Qld)

Concrete chute (NSW)
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Concrete chutes
Stabilisation of soils under the chute


The stabilisation of any underlying
dispersive soils is critical for the long-term
survival of any gully chute.



Dispersive soils should be either:
 treated with lime or gypsum, then
compacted, or
 buried under 200 mm of non-dispersive
soil (or treated soil).


Tunnel erosion under a concrete chute

Intermediate cut-off walls (see diagrams
over page) can be used to reduce the risk
of tunnel erosion occurring under the
chute.

Use of roughness units down the face of
the chute



Adding ‘roughness units’ to the face of a
concrete chute is a questionable practice.
Potential problems include:
 flood debris captured on the units
causes flows to overtop the sidewalls
 flows turn to ‘whitewater’, which
increases the effective flow depth
 increased safety risks.


Roughness units placed in a chute

The best place to dissipate flow energy is
at the base of the chute.

Control of downstream soil scour


If an appropriate energy dissipater is not
constructed at the base of the chute, then:
 a deep scour hole can form
 erosion can occur under the chute
 the scour hole can cause a bank failure.



Design options include:
 extend the concrete (see over page)
 form a recessed energy dissipation
pond (see over page)
 construct a deep cut-off wall.

Scour downstream of concrete chute

Problems associated with rock placement
at the base of concrete chute


Loose rocks are often displaced if placed
immediately downstream of a concrete
chute.



The primary reason for this is the thin
boundary layer that is formed when flows
pass over smooth surfaces, such as
concrete.



To avoid such problems, the final section
of concrete must be ‘roughened’ similar to
the roughness of the downstream rocks.

Displacement of rocks
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Concrete chutes
Upstream scour protection


As flows approach a batter chute, the
velocity of the water begins to accelerate
some distance upstream of the chute’s
crest.



This increased flow velocity can cause soil
scour immediately upstream of the batter
chute, which means the chute’s lining
must be adequately protected from such
scour.



The ‘minimum’ dimensions shown in all of
these diagrams can be amended through
site-specific analysis and design.

Upstream scour protection
Alternative scour protection


Scour protection upstream of the batter
chute can be provided by either:
 extending the concrete a safe distance
upstream of the crest, or
 constructing a cut-off wall, then
extending appropriate scour protection
upstream of the concrete.



Alternative upstream scour protection

The extent of this scour protection can be
determined through hydraulic analysis,
otherwise adopt a distance of at least ‘5H’,
where ‘H’ is the upstream water depth
relative to the crest elevation.

Downstream scour protection


Flow velocities at the base of the chute
can also cause soil scour, which means
the concrete chute must be adequately
trenched.



Scour protection downstream of the chute
can be provided by either:
 extending the concrete a safe distance
downstream of the chute, or
 forming a ‘ski jump’ type energy
dissipater (caution the use of such
structures in narrow gullies).

Downstream scour protection
Optional energy dissipation pond


An alternative to a ‘bed level’ energy
dissipation zone is the creation of a
recessed energy dissipation pond.



With appropriate detailing, these energy
dissipation ponds can be designed to be
free draining, thus avoiding possible
mosquito breeding problems.



An estimation of the minimum size of an
energy dissipation pond is provided in
tables 9.8 & 9.9 at the end of Chapter 9.

Energy dissipation pond (NSW)
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10.4 Concrete cut-off trench

Introduction


This treatment approach should be
considered as the first step in a multistage process.



Subsequent steps are likely to include:
 construction of an energy dissipater at
the base of the cut-off wall once the
gully erosion reaches the wall
 possible reconstruction of the cut-off
wall and sidewalls if the original wall
becomes damaged
 install upstream scour control.

Possible site layout (side view)

Excavation of trench


Depending on the design of the cut-off
wall, topsoil from the site may be stripped
and stockpiled.



The trench can be excavated with a
variety of tools, including a cable trencher
(narrow trench), or a backhoe.



A wider trench increases the potential
structural integrity of the cut-off wall, but
also its cost.



Ideally, the trench should be deeper than
the existing gully floor.

Excavation of trench
Reuse of excavated soil


The excavated earth can be reused on the
site; however:
 if gully erosion is occurring in the area,
then it is likely that the subsoils have a
poor structure, and are likely to be
dispersive
 prior to reusing the soil, have the soil
tested and treated (if necessary) to
ensure the soil does not just wash away
during the next storm.

Excavated cut-off trench
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Concrete cut-off trench
Install steel reinforcing mesh


Steel reinforcing mesh should be installed
in the trench to increase the structural
integrity of the cut-off wall.



In a wide trench, the steel mesh should be
placed 100 mm from each side of the
trench (unless otherwise directed).



In a wide trench, placing reinforcing mesh
only in the centre of the trench will
significantly reduce the potential strength
of the wall once the gully erosion reaches
the wall (reinforcing is best placed near
the side of the wall that is in tension).

Installed reinforcing mesh

Placement of concrete


When backfilling the trench, ensure:
 the concrete reaches all the way to the
base of the trench
 all air voids are removed from the
concrete (use a concrete vibrator)
 the steel reinforcing is not pushed up
against either side of the trench—long
timber strips can be used to hold the
mesh in position, which can then be
used to help remove air from the
concrete while they are being removed.

Filling the trench with concrete
Design of the upper concrete cap


The upper surface of the cut-off wall can
be designed to be:
 flush with the surrounding land, which
means flows will not be diverted away
from the existing gully head, or
 constructed as part of a flow diversion
system that directs stormwater runoff to
another part of the gully—possibly a
location where a temporary or
permanent gully chute has been
constructed.

Finished concrete cut-off trench
Monitoring the gully erosion


This technique works best in a location
where the site can be readily monitored
after each storm event.



The flow diversion system may need to be
adjusted.



When the gully erosion reaches the cut-off
wall, check for signs of:
 undermining of the wall
 tunnel erosion behind or around the
wall

Looking downstream into the active gully
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10.5 Concrete drop structures

Introduction


Drop structures can have a vertical or
steeply-inclined face.



An energy dissipation pond/basin is
normally located at the base of the drop.



The weir crest either has a rectangular
(preferred), or trapezoidal cross-section.



A rectangular weir crest generally allows
for more uniform flow conditions across
the width of the energy dissipater, and
thus more efficient energy dissipation.

Rectangular drop structure (NT)
Reference manuals


Design information can be obtained from:
 ‘Evaluation of and Design
Recommendations for Drop Structures
in the Denver Metropolitan Area’,
McLaughlin Water Engineering Ltd.,
December 1986, Urban Drainage and
Flood Control District, Denver,
Colorado, USA



Concrete drop structures (SA)

Various Australian design manuals exist,
including information in some Main Roads
design manuals (varies from state to
state).

Trapezoidal drop structures


A trapezoidal weir crest can concentrate
flow energy towards the centre of the
channel:
 which can prevent the formation of a
uniform hydraulic jump
 which can cause ‘jetting’ to interfere
with the energy dissipation process
 which can result in significant bed scour
downstream of the energy dissipater.

Trapezoidal drop structure (USA)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Concrete drop structures
Drop structures without a raised weir


The following dimensions are considered
appropriate for a ‘typical’ gully drop
structure.



For F < 3 m, then L1 = 3F (min), L2 = F
(min), L3 = 0.25F (min).



For F > 3 m, then L1 = 9 m (min), L2 = 3 m
(min), L3 = 0.75 m (min).



If the gully is exceptionally deep, or
complex, then seek expert advice.



The diagram (left) does not display the full
extent of the energy dissipater.

Non-raised weir crest

Drop structures with a raised weir


The following dimensions are considered
appropriate for a ‘typical’ gully drop
structure.



For F < 3 m, then L1 = 2F (min), L2 = F
(min), L3 = 0.25F (min).



For F > 3 m, then L1 = 6 m (min), L2 = 3 m
(min), L3 = 0.75 m (min).



For the typical layout of the impact blocks
and end sill, refer to the first image on the
previous page.

Raised weir crest
Energy dissipation basin


Most energy dissipaters do not dissipate
all the flow energy, so some degree of soil
scour should always be expected.



Ski jump type energy dissipaters are
designed to move the scour hole well
downstream of the drop structure, but this
scour hole can cause undercutting of the
adjacent gully banks.



On small rural projects, a lattice type
energy dissipation frame can be welded
together from steel sections.

Ski jump type energy dissipater

Lattice type energy dissipater

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

Large example of lattice type dissipater
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Concrete drop structures – Pile field energy dissipaters
Introduction


Pile fields work by providing resistance to
flow, and therefore, energy dissipation.



They act like exposed tree roots.



Just like tree roots, the greater the bed or
bank erosion, the more exposed the piles
become, which means the greater their
potential resistance to ongoing erosion of
the gully floor.

Partially exposed pile field (Qld)
Stepped structure spilling onto a pile field


Pile fields don’t have to be made from
large timber piles, the basic concept can
also be applied to hardwood stakes, or
even metal stakes (star pickets).



If a scour hole is expected, or have
formed, then the area could be filled with a
‘stand’ of timber piles or hardwood stakes
driven into the ground so that the top of
the stakes are near ground level.



The spacing of the stakes should be
around one-third the stake height, but
likely no more than, say, one metre.

Repair of a minor scour hole

Pile file downstream of a splash pad


A pile field can also replace a rock pad
immediately downstream of a small
energy dissipater or splash pad (i.e.
adjacent to a small gully drop structure).



The surface area of the pile field would
likely be equivalent to the surface area of
the adjacent concrete splash pad.



As an approximate guide to the required
size (diameter) of the stakes/piles:
2
Diameter (mm) = area of pile field (m ) x 10


Alternative to downstream rock protection

2

So a 2 x 2 m pile field = 4 m , times 10 =
40 mm square stakes (as a first guess).

Water spilling onto a pile field

Experimental energy dissipater

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



If the drop structure is located on private
land, and readily can be inspected after
each storm event, then a pile field can
also be used as an energy dissipater.



The area would need to be inspected
regularly, with minor adjustment made
until the energy dissipater begins to
perform as required.



Using the above formula, if the pile field
was 5 x 6 m, then a 300 mm pile would be
required—it is unlikely that piles larger
than 300 mm would ever be needed.
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10.6 Corrugated iron chutes

Introduction


Corrugated iron sheets can be used to
form a chute similar to a geotextile chute.



Corrugated iron chutes can be formed
from:
 commercially-available half-pipe
modular units, or
 regular sheets of corrugated iron.



In general, these chutes are only a
temporary control measure used while a
permanent chute is being constructed
elsewhere.

Corrugated iron chute
Design issues


Critical design issues include:
 controlling flow entry (see below)
 overlapping the ‘upper’ sheet over the
‘lower’ sheet (like roof sheeting)
 controlling energy dissipation at the end
of the chute.



For the design of the energy dissipater,
follow the recommendations for:
 10.1 Butyl rubber chutes
 10.3 Concrete chutes.

Corrugated iron chute
Controlling inflows


It is important to control leakages from the
chute that could initiate tunnel erosion or
rilling under the corrugated sheeting.



It is also important to control flow entry
into the chute to:
 avoid leakages, and
 avoid flows bypassing the chute.



The inlet can be sprayed with bitumen to
help seal any small gaps.

Inlet to a corrugated iron chute (NSW)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.7 Deep ripping

Introduction


Deep ripping can be used as part of an
overall gully rehabilitation process.



Through the process, a shallow gully can
be converted into a grassed or vegetated
swale (refer to Chapter 3: Option 7, or
Chapter 5: Flow Diversion Systems).



The remaining topsoil should be stripped
and stockpiled for later reapplication,
especially if the subsoils are dispersive.



Recommend seeking expert advice from a
soil scientist or land conservation officer.

Typical shallow gully condition (Qld)

Dozer-mounted ripper (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.8 Gabion drop structures

Introduction


Gabion drop structures are formed from
rectangular wire baskets or mattresses
filled with well-graded rock.



Heavily galvanised, PVC coated baskets
should be used within gullies.



The wire can be damaged by flood debris.



When used within the splash zone of drop
structures, at least two layers of minimum
300 mm thick mattresses should be used,
otherwise apply an additional cover of wire
mesh (e.g. Rockfall Netting).

Gabion drop structure (chute)

A series of gabion drop structures (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Gabion drop structures
Reference documents


Design information can be found in
various Maccaferri publications, including:
 ‘Flexible gabion and Reno mattress
structures in river and stream training
works’, Maccaferri S.p.A. 1981.



Preliminary sizing of the energy
dissipation basin can be determined from
Section 10.5 Concrete drop structures.



The minimum size of a recessed energy
dissipation pond is provided in tables 9.8
and 9.9 at the end of Chapter 9.

Maccaferri, 1981
Rectangular drop structures


The weir crest either has a rectangular
(preferred), or trapezoidal cross-section.



A rectangular weir crest generally allows
for more uniform flow conditions across
the width of the energy dissipater, and
thus more efficient energy dissipation.



In the example shown (left), a rock chute
and energy dissipation pond (not fully
visible in the photo) have been
constructed downstream of the gabion
weir.

Rectangular weir crest (Qld)
Trapezoidal drop structures


A trapezoidal weir crest can concentrate
flow energy towards the centre of the
channel:
 which can prevent the formation of a
uniform hydraulic jump
 which can cause ‘jetting’ to interfere
with the energy dissipation process
 which can result in significant bed scour
downstream of the energy dissipater.

Trapezoidal weir crest (Qld)
Raised weir drop structures


A raised weir crest can:
 reduce upstream flow velocities
 reduce the risk of soil scour upstream
of the drop structure
 reduce the size (length) of the energy
dissipater (refer to Section 10.5 –
Concrete drop structures)
 allow the formation of a rectangular
weir crest.


Raised weir crest (looking downstream)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

The weir can be designed to be free
draining or impermeable (dam-like).
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Gabion drop structures
Backfill the gully upstream of the drop
structure


The existing gully upstream of the drop
structure can be:
 rehabilitated as a vegetated swale
 backfilled and returned to pre-gully
conditions
 allowed to slowly backfill with sediment.



This means the drop structure may not
necessarily need to be constructed at the
upper most point of the gully.

Gully repair upstream of gabions (NSW)
Encourage vegetation cover


In arid areas, gabion structures can be
very durable without the aid of vegetation
cover.



In all other gully environments these
structures need to have full vegetation
cover in order to achieve long-term use.



In tropical areas, vegetation growth can
become excessive and difficult to
maintain.



The photo (left) shows just one of a series
of small gabion drop structures built along
the floor of a grassed valley.

Partially vegetated gabions (Qld)

Avoid flow bypassing


When designing any form of weir or drop
structure, it is essential that regular design
flows are directed over the weir crest, and
not allowed to bypass the structure.



‘Common sense’ must be applied!



This means the weir crest must be lower
than any part of the drop structure’s wing
walls or any adjoining flow diversion
banks.

Good and bad gabion weir profiles
Failure of wire baskets


The wire baskets that enclose gabions
and rock mattresses are not permanent
features of these structures.



Ultimately, the baskets must be replaced
with the root systems of a vegetative
cover.



As with all chutes and drop structures, if
the foundations fail, or severe tunnel
erosion occurs under the structure, then
the structure will likely fail.

Failed gabion drop structure

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.9 Geotextile chutes

Introduction


Geotextiles can be:
 permeable or impermeable
 temporary or permanent (i.e. UV
stabilised, which usually means they
will have a black or dark colour)
 synthetic (i.e. incorporating a plastic
mesh), or manufactured solely from
natural plant-based materials.



Installation of jute blanket (Qld)

Also refer to:
 10.1 Butyl rubber chutes
 10.14 Reinforced grass chutes.

Use of filter cloth


Filter cloth is often used to form a
temporary chute while a permanent gully
chute is being constructed nearby.



Filter cloth should never be placed directly
over a dispersive soil—the clay particles in
a dispersive soil will readily pass through
any grade of filter cloth.



Filter cloth is also not appropriate if the
aim is to achieve a grass cover—use a
jute or coir mesh instead (see over page).

Temporary filter cloth chute (Qld)
Use of PVC sheeting


PVC sheeting is another example of a
temporary synthetic chute.



If placed over a dispersive or slaking soil,
tunnel erosion is likely to occur under the
PVC sheeting, unless the soil is
adequately treated.



PVC sheeting can be used to form a
temporary chute while a permanent gully
chute is being constructed nearby.



Also refer to Section 10.1, Butyl rubber
chutes.

PVC plastic sheet batter chute (USA)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Erosion control mats, blankets and mesh
Jute or coir mesh


A ‘mesh’ is an open weave blanket made
from rope-like strands such a hessian
(jute) or coir rope (coconut fibre).



It has a design life of around 12 to 24
months.



Jute mesh can be anchored with pegs,
staples, or rocks.

Jute mesh
Biodegradable mats and blankets


Organic-based blankets have low shear
strength, and thus a low allowable flow
velocity.



Jute blankets have a service life similar to
that of a hessian bag placed on the
ground (i.e. approximately 3 months).



Coir blankets have a service life similar to
that of a domestic coir doormat that has
been placed directly on the ground (say, 1
to 2 years).

Jute blanket
Temporary erosion control mats


Some temporary erosion control mats
contain an organic mulch reinforced with a
synthetic (plastic) mesh that will eventually
break down under direct sunlight.



These mats provide temporary scour
protection in low & medium velocity areas.



Caution should be taken when using any
synthetic reinforced mats in bushland
areas as ground dwelling animals, such as
lizards, snakes, and granivorous (seedeating) birds, can become tangled in the
fine netting.

Temporary erosion control mat

Turf reinforcement mats


Turf reinforcement mats (TRMs) are used
for the lining of high-velocity, permanent
batters and gully chutes.



These permanent reinforced mats are
usually distinguished from temporary mats
by their dark colour, or the inclusion of a
black synthetic reinforcing mesh—the
black colour identifying the inclusion of
UV-stabilising carbon.



Also refer to Section 10.14, Reinforced
grass chutes.

Turf reinforcement mat

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Blanket anchorage systems
Timber pegs and stakes


Short timber pegs can be used in a wide
variety of soils.



Stakes are typically used to anchor turf
placed in areas likely to experience highvelocity flows soon after turf placement.



They can also be used to anchor erosion
control blankets, especially if storms or
strong winds are imminent.

Timber stakes
Metal staples


Metal staples/pins are best used on firm to
hard (compacted) clayey soils.



Anchorage of these pins is partially by
friction, and partially through the rusting of
the pins; therefore, conditions must exist
that will allow the pins to rust.



Initially (i.e. prior to the pins rusting) metal
pins provide only marginal anchorage, and
as such, the blankets can be easily
displaced by strong winds unless also
anchored by rocks, sandbags or tree
debris.

Metal staples

Barbed plastic pins


Barbed plastic pins are best used in soft to
firm clayey soils, but generally not very
sandy soils.



They can be difficult to use if the soil is
heavily compacted or natural (i.e.
undisturbed).



Care must be taken when used to anchor
a ‘mesh’ to ensure the pin adequately
captures or twists around the mesh.

Barbed plastic pins
Rock anchors


Rock can be used as a supplementary
anchorage system for erosion control
blankets.

Jute mesh with additional rock anchors

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.10 Grass chutes (no geotextile reinforcing)

Introduction


Simple grass chutes are rarely used in
gully stabilisation because of the limits on
the allowable flow velocity.



Grass is normally integrated with other
products, such as:
 grassed rock chutes
 reinforced grass
 stiff grass chutes.



The grass needs to be compatible with the
adjacent vegetation, and the needs of the
gully and/or adjacent waterway.

Grass chute (Qld)

Design information


For design information, refer to Chapter 8
Hydraulics of channels, chutes and drop
structures, and tables 8.1 to 8.5.



The photo (left) shows an old gully that
has been backfilled and grassed,
effectively forming a shallow grassed
batter chute.

Grass chute (Qld)
Use of turf

Turfed storm drain (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



Turf can be used for the lining of low
velocity Chutes and Flow Diversion Banks.



If high velocity flows are likely within the
first two weeks of installation, then the turf
should be anchored with wooden pegs.



Metal staples do not provide immediate
anchorage in sandy or poorly structured
soils.



It is important to ensure that any ‘lateral
inflows’ entering the turfed area are not
diverted along the up-slope edges of the
turf.
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10.11 Grouted rock chutes and drop structures

Introduction




Grouted rock chutes can sometimes
integrate well with the gully, but at other
times result in a complete failure.
Keys to a good outcome are:
 good foundations
 all rocks washed clean of dirt
 integration of vegetation into those
areas that do not need to be grouted.



Always use with caution.

Grouted rock chute (Qld)
Design information


The recommended reference manual is:
 ‘Evaluation of and Design
Recommendations for Drop Structures
in the Denver Metropolitan Area’,
McLaughlin Water Engineering Ltd.,
December 1986, Urban Drainage and
Flood Control District, Denver,
Colorado, USA.



Refer to Sections 10.3, Concrete Chutes
for information on the sizing of the energy
dissipater.

Vegetated grouted rock chute (Qld)
Design issues


The long-term durability of grouted boulder
drop structures is questionable.



It is generally accepted that the grout will
eventually fracture (separate) from the
rocks, which can result in the loss of rocks
during flood events.



If the grouted rocks/boulders need to be
attached to reinforced concrete, such as
weirs or stepped spillways, then
appropriate anchorage bars may need to
be set into the reinforced concrete.

Failed rock structure

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.12 Gully control dams

Introduction


Gully control dams are designed to turn
the upper arm of a gully into a water
storage dam.



During wet weather, the stored water
would flood the gully head, which should
significantly reduce the advancement of
the gully head.



However, during dry weather conditions
when the gully head is once again
exposed, infrequent storms may reactivate
the gully erosion.

Dam water backing-up into a gully (Qld)
Caution the placement of dams on
dispersive soils


Extreme caution must be exercised if the
exposed subsoils are dispersive—seek
expert advice.



Constructing a dam on a dispersive soil
can result in severe tunnel erosion and
possible failure of the dam.



Even if the dam is properly constructed,
the submerged gully banks (with their
exposed dispersive soil), can continue to
erode, as well as making the stored water
highly turbid (brown!).

Gully erosion upstream of dam (Qld)

Spillway design


Cutting a side-flow spillway into virgin soil
is usually considered preferable to
constructing the spillway on the dam’s
embankment; however:
 if the subsoils are dispersive, then a
side spillway can turn into another gully
 a central embankment spillway can
direct the flow energy down the centreline of the gully.



The spillway chute must be straight from
its crest to its base (energy dissipater).

Side-flow spillway

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Gully control dams

Gully control dam with side-flow spillway (plan view)

Gully control dam with central spillway (side view)

Gully control dam with central spillway (plan view)
© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.13 Gully reshaping (gully backfilling, gully profiling)

Introduction


Rarely is it financially viable to totally
backfill a gully and return the land to preerosion conditions.



In most cases, instead of returning the
land to the original surface conditions in
order to promote broad ‘sheet’ flow, it is
typical for the finished land surface to look
more like a shallow grass or vegetated
swale.



Refer to tables 8.1 to 8.5.in Chapter 8,
Hydraulics of channels, chutes and drop
structures for design information.

Gully erosion (Qld)

Case study 1


In the example shown left, and above, the
gully was formed as a result of a head-cut
migrating up the hill slope, which
contained a slaking subsoil.



The gully was backfilled mostly with the
original soil that had been deposited in the
lower valley.



The backfilled soil was treated with
gypsum, compacted and reinforced with
synthetic (plastic) earth reinforcing mesh,
then the slope was grassed (a task not
completed at the time of the photograph).

Above gully prior to revegetation (Qld)

Case study 2


A gully formed through this farmland,
cutting to a depth of around 3 metres.



The land was reshaped by cutting-back
the gully banks, then using the displaced
soil to form a relatively deep grassed
swale.



The outer edges of the swale have been
lined with trees.

Revegetated gully (Vic)
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10.14 Reinforced grass chutes

Introduction


Reinforced grass has its place in the
stormwater industry, but it is important to
recognise its limitations.



Possible issues that need to be
considered include:
 compatibility with grass-feeding animals
 effects of extended periods of drought
 effects of grassfires.


Reinforced grass (Qld)

The author’s personal preference is that
plastics should not be incorporated with
surface soils.

Permanent root reinforcing mesh


Turf reinforcement mats (TRMs) are used
for the lining of high-velocity gully and
batter chutes.



Permanent root reinforcing mats can
usually be distinguished from temporary
mats by their dark colour—the black
colour being a result of the inclusion of
UV-stabilising carbon.

Permanent root reinforcing mesh
Temporary root reinforcing mesh


Turf that has been reinforced with a
temporary (non UV stabilised) synthetic
mesh can initially have a high shear
strength, but exposure of the mesh to
sunlight can cause the grass reinforcing to
fail in isolated locations.



The exposure of the plastic mesh can also
represent a threat to wildlife, potentially
entrapping animals such as lizards,
snakes and birds.

Temporary root reinforcing mesh
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10.15 Rock chutes

Introduction


Rock chutes are the most common form of
gully and batter chutes.



Traditionally rock chutes have been
constructed without the immediate
incorporation of vegetation, which usually
means weeds eventually end up covering
the rocks.



Integrating the right plants during the
construction phase can strengthen the
chute, and help to reduce ongoing weed
maintenance.

Vegetated rock chute (Qld)

Rock chute (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Energy dissipation at base of the chute
Design of the chute outlet and energy
dissipation


Appropriate energy dissipation must occur
at the base of the chute.



The design of the energy dissipater must
be assessed on a case-by-case basis.



The type and extent of scour control within
the energy dissipation basin depends on:
 the fall height of the chute
 the expected tailwater conditions, and
 whether or not the energy dissipation
basin can be recessed into the bed.

Energy dissipation basin at base of chute
Rock chutes without downstream ponds


Unlike a waterway chute, a gully chute can
be designed with or without a downstream
energy dissipation pond.

Rock chute without a downstream pond
Rock chutes without downstream ponds


If the rock chute does not have a recessed
pond downstream of the chute, then
energy dissipation must occur in the form
of a hydraulic jump.



The design of a hydraulic jump (HJ)
requires detailed hydraulic analysis in
order to determine the size and location of
the hydraulic jump.



Rock scour protection normally needs to
extend well downstream of the leading
edge of the hydraulic jump.

Extent of rock within the ‘HJ’ zone
Rock chutes with downstream ponds


An estimation of the minimum size of an
energy dissipation pond is provided in
tables 9.8 & 9.9 at the end of Chapter 9.



The extent of rock protection depends on
whether or not a hydraulic jump remains
within the downstream pond (i.e. whether
or not the position of the hydraulic jump is
stable), which depends on the energy of
the approaching flow, and tailwater
conditions.

Pond downstream of a rock chute (NSW)
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Rock chutes

Rock chute with raised weir crest and upstream/downstream ponds

Rock chute with bed-level crest and no downstream pond

Energy dissipater basin of a rock chute without an energy dissipation pond
© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Rock chutes – Sizing of rock
Introduction


Unlike natural riffles, the rock used in the
construction of a rock chute must be
stable during the nominated design storm.



Hydraulic failures of rock chutes are
relatively common compared to the failure
of other waterway structures.



It is suspected (by the author) that these
failures are likely due to:
 the supply of undersized rock
 the occurrence of flows in excess of the
nominated design storm.

Supply of rock to a work site (Qld)

Problems associated with using flow
velocity to determine rock size


Using flow velocity (V) to determine rock
size introduces unnecessary ‘errors’ into
the design procedure due to the problems
of determining the Manning’s roughness.



There are conflicting methods for the
determination of the Manning’s roughness
coefficient (n) for rock structures.



Any variation in the Manning’s roughness
will result in a similar variation in the
maximum flow velocity down the face of
the rock chute.

Maximum flow velocity

Use of unit flow rate (q) as the primary
design variable


Potential problems caused by variations in
the choice of Manning’s roughness can be
reduced (but not eliminated) by using unit
flow rate (q) as the primary design variable
instead of flow velocity.
3

2

The units of ‘q’ are [m /s/m] = [m /s]
q = (1/n) . y

Unit flow rate within an irregular channel

5/3

.S

1/2

(10.1)
where:
y = water depth at a given location [m]
S = hydraulic gradient of flow [m/m]
Formation of a low-flow channel through
the weir crest

Low-flow channel set in grouted rock
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If a low-flow channel must pass through
the chute’s weir crest (which is generally
undesirable), then the depth of this
channel should be minimised, especially
at the crest of the chute.



Note; it can be very difficult to form a lowflow channel through a structure formed
from large rock.



Better results are normally achieved by
forming the weir crest with a slight curved
or V-shaped profile.
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Rock chutes – Sizing of rock
Introduction


No single factor is more critical in
determining the overall stability of a rock
chute than the size of the rock.



Rock size is normally presented in terms
of the equivalent diameter of the mean
rock size (d50) based on weight.



However, the diameter of the rock is not
the only factor that determines the stability
of an individual rock.

Rock placement (Qld)
Safety factor (SF)


For low risk sites, a safety factor of 1.2 is
recommended.



Examples of low risk structures include:
 most gully stabilisation chutes
 low-gradient chutes.



For high risk sites, a safety factor of 1.5 is
recommended, for example:
 locations where the failure of a rock
chute could undermine a key asset.

Rock chute with low tailwater conditions
Effects of rock shape (K1)


Fractured rock is generally more stable
than natural rounded rock.



Most rock sizing equations, including
those presented within this field guide, are
based on the use of fractured (angular)
rock.



A correction factor (K1 = 1.36) must be
applied if rounded rock is used.



This means rounded rock needs to be
36% larger than angular rock in order to
achieve the same degree of stability.

Rounded river rock (USA)
Problems associated with rock placement
at the base of concrete chute


The rock sizing equations and tables
provided in this field guide do not apply to
the sizing of rock that is placed
immediately downstream of a hydraulically
smooth surface, such as:
 concrete chute
 grasses that fold down to form a
‘smooth’ mat when subjected to highvelocity flows.



2

Instead, use: d50 = 0.04 V .

Displaced rocks
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Rock chutes – Design flow conditions
Introduction


The hydraulic forces on the chute rock
vary with:
 flow velocity
 the degree of turbulence



As the channel flow (Q) increases, it is
normal for the tailwater level to also
increase, which means the rock chute
slowly becomes submerged (drowned).



The rock size specified for the chute must
be checked for three flow conditions: low,
medium and high tailwater.

Partially drowned chute (Qld)

Low tailwater condition


In this state, tailwater levels are so low
that uniform flow conditions are developed
on the chute (i.e. the water slope equals
the energy slope equals the chute slope).



This is the most common design condition
for gully chutes.



Mean rock size should be checked against
Equation 10.2 (over page).
0.5

d50 

127
. . SF .K 1 .K 2 . So . q 0.5 . y 0.25
(sr  1)

Low tailwater condition
Medium tailwater condition


In this condition, tailwater levels begin to
drown out the chute, and the maximum
energy gradient does not equal the slope
of the chute.



Mean rock size should be checked against
Equation 10.3 (over page).
0.5

d50 

127
. . SF .K 1 .K 2 . So . V 2.5 . y 0.75
Vo

2.0

(sr  1)

Medium tailwater condition
High tailwater condition


In this condition, tailwater levels are so
high that the rock chute is partially or fully
drowned out.



The spilling ‘jet’ is likely to separate from
the rock chute and begin to float.



Mean rock size for the crest rock should
be checked to ensure that it exceeds the
general rock sizing equation for normal
stream flow, Equation 10.4.
d50 = 0.04 V

2

(10.4)

High tailwater condition
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Sizing rock for the face of a gully or batter chute
Application of Equation 10.2

Equation 10.2



The preferred design equation.



Applicable for uniform flow conditions only,
Se = So



Batter slopes (So) flatter than 50% (1 in 2)

0.5

Application of Equation 10.3


d50 

127
. . SF .K 1 .K 2 . So . q 0.5 . y 0.25
(sr  1)

Equation 10.3

Suitable for use in the design of partially
drowned waterway chutes.



Applicable for steep gradient, non-uniform
flow conditions, Se ≠ So



Batter slopes (So) flatter than 50% (1 in 2)

0.5

d50 

127
. . SF .K 1 .K 2 . So . V 2.5 . y 0.75
Vo

2.0

(sr  1)

where:
dX = nominal rock size (diameter) of which X% (by weight) of the rocks are smaller [m]
K1 = correction factor for rock shape
= 1.0 for angular (fractured) rock, 1.36 for rounded rock (i.e. smooth, spherical rock)
K2 = correction factor for rock grading
= 0.95 for poorly graded rock (Cu = d60/d10 < 1.5), 1.05 for well graded rock (Cu > 2.5),
otherwise K2 = 1.0 (1.5 < Cu < 2.5)
3

q = flow per unit width down the embankment [m /s/m]
sr = specific gravity of rock (e.g. sandstone 2.1–2.4; granite 2.5–3.1, typically 2.6;
limestone 2.6; basalt 2.7–3.2)
Se = slope of energy line [m/m]
So = bed slope = tan(θ) [m/m]
SF = safety factor
V = actual depth-average flow velocity at location of rock [m/s]
y = depth of flow at a given location [m]
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Table 10.1 provides suggested safety factor values. Tables 10.2 and 10.3 provide mean rock
size (rounded up to the next 0.1 m unit) for angular rock, for a factor of safety of both 1.2 and
1.5. These tables are based on Equation 10.2, and are best used in the design of long chutes.
Use of the ‘unit flow rate’ (q) as the primary design variable is preferred to the use of flow
velocity (V) because it avoids errors associated with the selection of Manning’s roughness.
Alternatively, tables 10.4 and 10.5 provide mean rock size for angular rock and a safety factor of
1.2 and 1.5, based on a modification of Equation 10.2, but with flow velocity presented as the
primary variable. These tables are best used in the design of waterway chutes where uniform
flow conditions are unlikely to be achieved down the face of the chute.
Table 10.1 – Recommended safety factor for use in determining rock size
Safety
factor (SF)
1.2

1.5

Recommended usage


Low risk structures.



Permanent rock chutes with all
voids filled with soil and pocket
planted.



High risk structures.



Failure of structure may cause
loss of life or irreversible property
damage.

Example site conditions


Gully chutes where failure of the
structure is likely to result in easily
repairable soil erosion.



Gully chutes where failure of a
rock chute could undermine a key
asset, such as a house or road.

Thickness and height of rock layer
The thickness of the armour layer should be sufficient to allow at least two overlapping layers of
the nominal rock size. The thickness of rock protection must also be sufficient to accommodate
the largest rock size. In order to allow at least two layers of rock, the minimum thickness of rock
protection (T) can be approximated by the values presented in Table 9.6.
Generally, the minimum height of the rock protection placed on the banks should be equal to
the critical flow depth (at the crest) plus 0.3 m.

Rock type and grading
Crushed rock is generally more stable than natural rounded rock; however, rounded rock has a
more ‘natural’ appearance. A 36% increase in rock size is recommended for rounded rock (i.e.
K1 = 1.36). Typical rock densities (sr) are presented in Table 9.4.
The rock should be durable and resistant to weathering, and should be proportioned so that
neither the breadth nor the thickness of a single rock is less than one-third of its length.
Maximum rock size generally should not exceed twice the nominal (d50) rock size. On very steep
grades, the maximum rock size should not exceed 1.25(d50).
Table 9.5 provides a suggested distribution of rock sizes for gully chutes.

Backing material or filter layer
A geotextile filter is unlikely to be required (or desired) under the bed of a waterway chute;
however, in gullies, these chutes must be placed over a layer of suitably graded filter rock, or
geotextile filter cloth (minimum ‘bidim A24’ or the equivalent). The geotextile filter cloth must
have sufficient strength and must be suitably overlapped to withstand the placement of the rock.
If the rock is placed on a dispersive (e.g. sodic) soil (a condition not recommended), then prior
to placement of filter cloth, the exposed bank must first be covered with a layer of nondispersive soil, typically minimum 200 mm thickness, but preferably 300 mm.

Placement of vegetation over the rock
Vegetating rock chutes can significantly increase the stability of these structures, but can also
reduce their hydraulic capacity. Obtaining experienced, expert advice is always recommended
before establishing vegetation on waterway structures.
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[1]

Table 10.2 – Uniform flow depth , y (m) and mean rock size, d50 (m) for SF = 1.2
Safety factor, SF = 1.2
Unit flow
rate
3
(m /s/m)

[1]

Specific gravity, sr = 2.4

Size distribution, d50/d90 = 0.5

Bed slope = 1:2

Bed slope = 1:3

Bed slope = 1:4

Bed slope = 1:6

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

0.1

0.09

0.20

0.09

0.20

0.09

0.10

0.09

0.10

0.2

0.14

0.30

0.14

0.20

0.14

0.20

0.15

0.20

0.3

0.18

0.30

0.19

0.30

0.19

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.4

0.22

0.40

0.23

0.30

0.23

0.30

0.24

0.20

0.5

0.26

0.40

0.26

0.40

0.27

0.30

0.27

0.30

0.6

0.29

0.50

0.30

0.40

0.30

0.40

0.31

0.30

0.8

0.35

0.60

0.36

0.50

0.37

0.40

0.37

0.40

1.0

0.41

0.70

0.42

0.60

0.42

0.50

0.44

0.40

1.2

0.46

0.70

0.47

0.60

0.48

0.50

0.49

0.50

1.4

0.51

0.80

0.52

0.70

0.53

0.60

0.54

0.50

1.6

0.56

0.90

0.57

0.70

0.58

0.70

0.60

0.50

1.8

0.60

1.00

0.62

0.80

0.63

0.70

0.64

0.60

2.0

0.65

1.00

0.66

0.90

0.67

0.70

0.69

0.60

3.0

0.85

1.30

0.87

1.10

0.88

1.00

0.90

0.80

4.0

1.02

1.60

1.05

1.30

1.07

1.20

1.10

1.00

5.0

1.19

1.80

1.22

1.50

1.24

1.30

1.27

1.10

Flow depth is expected to be highly variable due to whitewater (turbulent) flow conditions.
[1]

Table 10.3 – Uniform flow depth , y (m) and mean rock size, d50 (m) for SF = 1.5
Safety factor, SF = 1.5
Unit flow
rate
3
(m /s/m)

[1]

Specific gravity, sr = 2.4

Size distribution, d50/d90 = 0.5

Bed slope = 1:2

Bed slope = 1:3

Bed slope = 1:4

Bed slope = 1:6

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

y (m)

d50

0.1

0.10

0.20

0.10

0.20

0.10

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.2

0.15

0.30

0.15

0.30

0.16

0.20

0.16

0.20

0.3

0.20

0.40

0.20

0.30

0.21

0.30

0.21

0.30

0.4

0.24

0.50

0.25

0.40

0.25

0.40

0.26

0.30

0.5

0.28

0.50

0.28

0.50

0.29

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.6

0.31

0.60

0.32

0.50

0.33

0.40

0.34

0.40

0.8

0.38

0.70

0.39

0.60

0.40

0.50

0.41

0.40

1.0

0.44

0.80

0.45

0.70

0.46

0.60

0.47

0.50

1.2

0.50

0.90

0.51

0.80

0.52

0.70

0.53

0.60

1.4

0.55

1.00

0.57

0.90

0.58

0.80

0.59

0.60

1.6

0.60

1.10

0.62

0.90

0.63

0.80

0.64

0.70

1.8

0.65

1.20

0.67

1.00

0.68

0.90

0.70

0.70

2.0

0.70

1.30

0.72

1.10

0.73

0.90

0.75

0.80

3.0

0.92

1.70

0.94

1.40

0.96

1.20

0.98

1.00

4.0

1.11

2.00

1.14

1.70

1.16

1.50

1.19

1.20

5.0

1.29

2.30

1.32

1.90

1.34

1.70

1.38

1.40

Flow depth is expected to be highly variable due to whitewater (turbulent) flow conditions.
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Table 10.4 – Velocity-based design table for mean rock size, d50 (m) for SF = 1.2
Safety factor, SF = 1.2

Specific gravity, sr = 2.4

Size distribution, d50/d90 = 0.5

Local
velocity
(m/s)

1:2

1:3

1:4

1:6

1:10

1:15

1:20

1:30

0.5

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.8

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

1.0

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.05

1.3

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

1.5

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.10

1.8

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

2.0

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

2.3

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

2.5

0.70

0.60

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.30

0.30

2.8

0.80

0.70

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.40

3.0

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.40

3.5

1.30

1.10

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.60

4.0

1.70

1.50

1.30

1.20

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

4.5

2.10

1.90

1.70

1.50

1.20

1.10

1.00

0.90

1.80

1.50

1.30

1.20

1.10

1.90

1.70

1.60

Bed slope (V:H)

5.0
6.0
[1]

Based on uniform flow conditions, safety factor = 1.2, rock specific gravity of 2.4, and a rock size
distribution such that the largest rock is approximately twice the size of the mean rock size.

Table 10.5 – Velocity-based design table for mean rock size, d50 (m) for SF = 1.5
Safety factor, SF = 1.5

Specific gravity, sr = 2.4

Size distribution, d50/d90 = 0.5

Local
velocity
(m/s)

1:2

1:3

1:4

1:6

1:10

1:15

1:20

1:30

0.5

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.8

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

1.0

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

1.3

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.10

1.5

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

1.8

0.50

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.20

2.0

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.30

0.30

2.3

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.40

0.40

2.5

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.40

2.8

1.20

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60

0.60

0.50

3.0

1.40

1.20

1.10

1.00

0.80

0.70

0.70

0.60

3.5

1.90

1.70

1.50

1.30

1.10

1.00

0.90

0.80

1.90

1.70

1.40

1.30

1.10

1.00

1.80

1.60

1.40

1.30

1.90

1.80

1.60

Bed slope (V:H)

4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
[1]

2.20

Based on uniform flow conditions, safety factor = 1.5, rock specific gravity of 2.4, and a rock size
distribution such that the largest rock is approximately twice the size of the mean rock size.
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Rock chutes and rock ramps – Common problems
Suitable rock unavailable


If the required rock size cannot be
obtained from local sources, then placing
a larger volume of smaller rock is not a
suitable alternative.



Undersized rock will simply wash away
causing failure of the structure.

Rocks too small
A single layer of large rock on filter cloth


It is generally recommended that there
should be at least two layers of rock.



However, when the specified rock size is
close to 600 mm, then the adoption of two
layers of rock can significantly increase
the volume of required rock.



Such large rock can be placed on a layer
of smaller (300–450 mm) rocks.



A single layer of rock should not be placed
directly on filter cloth.

Single layer of rock on filter cloth
The chute directs flows towards an
adjacent creek bank


Both the weir crest and the rock chute
should direct flows towards the centre of
the downstream channel (or energy
dissipation pond).



In meandering channels it may be
necessary to stabilise the outer banks of
these energy dissipation ponds to prevent
water jetting causing bank erosion.

Erosion of adjacent creek bank
Rocks placed on a dispersive or slaking
soil


If a rock chute needs to be placed on a
dispersive or slaking soil, then a deep
foundation of non-dispersive soil needs to
be placed over the in-situ soil prior to:
 the placement of filter cloth, or
 the placement of a gravel filter layer.



Filter cloth must not be placed directly
over a dispersive soil.

Rocks placed on a dispersive soil
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10.16 Rock mattress chutes

Introduction


A rock mattress is a thin flexible cage
made of woven wire mesh and divided into
cells (compartments) into which rocks are
placed.



The ‘cells’ are aligned 90-degrees to the
direction of flow to limit the movement of
rock during storm events.



In effect, rock mattresses are just
‘gabions’ that are shaped more like a
mattress, with a thicknesses of 170, 230,
300 or 500 mm, a length of 6 metres, and
width of 2 metres.

Rock mattress chute (Qld)

Encourage vegetation cover


In arid areas, gabion structures can be
very durable without the aid of vegetation
cover.



In all other environments, these structures
need to have full vegetation cover in order
to achieve long-term use.



In tropical areas, vegetation growth can
become excessive and difficult to maintain
at the required level of hydraulic
roughness.

Lightly grassed rock mattress chute (NSW)
Placement of rock mattresses over
dispersive soils


Non-vegetated rock mattresses must not
be placed directly over a dispersive soil.



Prior to placement of the rock mattress,
the dispersive soil must be covered with a
minimum 200 mm layer of non-dispersive
soil.



The alternative approach is to fill the rock
mattress with a mixture of non-dispersive
soil and rock, and then to immediately
cover the mattress with vegetation.

Tunnel erosion under the mattress
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10.17 Sandbag chutes and drop structures

Introduction


Sandbag chutes and drop structures are
not structurally sound systems.



In some cases the structures can last
many years, in other cases they can fail
during the first storm.



Their advantage is low cost and low
technical input, so a land owner may
choose to try such an approach as a first
approach—if it works, then great, if it
doesn’t, then try another technique.

Sandbag chute
Types of sandbag structures


Sandbags can be filled with a variety of
materials, including:
 pure sand, which should only be used
for short-term structures
 a sand and cement (12:1) mix, which
improves the structure’s durability, but
reduces the structure’s ability to adjust
to changing gully conditions
 a growing media (soil), which can be
used to establish a fully vegetated
structure, such as a stiff grass chute
(refer to Section 10.19).

Above chute with minor flow

Design guidelines


The profile of a sandbag chute and
associated energy dissipater should follow
the general recommendations of:
 10.1 Butyl rubber chutes
 10.3 Concrete chutes
 10.14 Rock chutes.



The profile of a sandbag drop structure
and associated energy dissipater should
follow the general recommendations of:
 10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Sandbag drop structure (NSW)
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10.18 Sheet steel drop structures

Introduction


Sheet steel drop structures or weirs can
be formed from:
 steel piles
 sheet metal.



The metal work must extend at least 2 m
into the earth banks, after which an earth
bund can be used to prevent flows
bypassing the weir.

Steel sheet pile weir (NSW)
Design guidelines


The profile of a sheet steel or steel pile
drop structure and associated energy
dissipater should follow the general
recommendations of:
 10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Steel sheet pile weir (USA)
Larssen sheet piling


Larssen sheet piling is a kind of sheet
piling retaining wall system developed in
1906 by Tryggve Larssen.



The steel segments have profiles
(troughs) that allow them to interlock to
form an almost water-tight wall.

Steel sheet piles
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Sheet steel drop structures
Unlined plunge pools


The following dimensions are considered
appropriate for a typical sheet steel drop
structure spilling into an unlined plunge
pool.



For F < 2 m: DP = F (min), L = 3F (min).



For F > 2 m: DP = 2 m (min), L = 6 m
(min).



The diagrams (left and below) are not
drawn to scale.

Unlined plunge pool
Rock-lined plunge pools


The following dimensions are considered
appropriate for a typical sheet steel drop
structure spilling into a rock-lined plunge
pool.



For F < 2 m: DP = F (min), L = 2F (min)



F > 2 m: DP = 2 m (min), L = 4 m (min)



Mean rock size is likely to be around 450
to 600 mm.



Also refer to the pile field concepts shown
in 10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Rock-lined plunge pool
Concrete energy dissipation basins


The following dimensions are considered
appropriate for a typical sheet steel drop
structure.



For F < 3 m: L1 = 2F (min), L2 = F (min).



For F > 3 m: L1 = 6 m (min), L2 = 3 m
(min).



For the typical layout of the impact blocks
and end sill, refer to the general
recommendations of:
 10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Concrete energy dissipation basin
Avoiding flow bypassing


When designing any form of weir or drop
structure, it is essential that normal flows
are directed over the weir crest, and not
allowed to bypass the structure.



‘Common sense’ must be applied!



This means the weir crest must be lower
than any part of the drop structure’s wing
walls or adjoining flow diversion banks.

Good and bad weir profiles
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10.19 Stiff grass chutes

Introduction


Stiff grass batter chutes are used to:
 filter stormwater runoff
 carry stormwater down gully banks.



Stiff grass batter chutes must be formed
over a stable surface, either a:
 rock chute
 rock mattress chute, or
 stepped chute with soil-rock base.



Stiff grass batter chutes must not be
formed on a dispersive soil base without
expert advice.

Stiff grass chute currently off-line (Qld)

Stiff grass batter chutes


All batter chutes must have a crosssectional profile that encourages water
flow to travel down the centre of the chute,
therefore:
 the sides of the chute must be higher
than the centre of the chute
 any associated vegetation must not
block or divert the flow of water.



A simple earth base cannot be used
because flows passing around the
individual plants will cause soil scour.

Cross-sectional profile
Stiff grass batter chutes


As is the case for all batter chutes, the
surface of the chute must be erosionresistant, which (again) means an
unprotected earth base should not be
used.



The base of the batter chute is usually
made from a soil-rock mixture that can
support vegetation.



In the case of stepped structures, the
water also needs to fall onto an erosionresistant surface.

Use of a stepped layout
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Use of vetiver grass in creek and gully engineering
Introduction


Chrysopogon zizanioides is commonly
known as ‘vetiver grass’.



Vetiver grass grows in tall clumps, with
tall, thin, and rather rigid leaves growing to
a height of 2–3 metres, and a root system
that grows to a depth of 2–4 metres.



The plant can survive deep water flow
conditions and temporary submergence.



The most commonly used commercial
genotypes of vetiver are sterile, meaning
the plant can be propagated only by
breaking the clumps.

Vetiver grass (full growth)

Use of vetiver grass as a flow diversion
system


Vetiver grass is one of a few grass-like
plants that can be used to form a
vegetative flow diversion barrier.



Other species could include Callide
Rhodes, Katambara Rhodes or Molasses
can also be used; however, suitability and
weed-potential of each species must be
checked on a case-by-case basis.

Flow diversion barrier (Qld)
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
sandy soils


The very deep, fibrous root system of
vetiver grass means this plant can be
used to stabilise sandy soils that are
subjected to deep water flow conditions.



Vetiver grass is not suitable for shallow
flow conditions, such as those found
along overland flow paths, or down
dam spillways (by-wash).

Recent planting on a sandy soil bank
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
gully erosion


Vetiver grass has been used in the
stabilisation of gullies that have formed
within a slaking soil.



Slaking soils are often very sandy, with
minimal clay binder.



Vetiver grass can be used as:
 vegetative sediment traps spaced at
regular intervals along the gully floor
 revegetation of the gully banks.

Gully stabilisation with vetiver grass (Qld)
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10.20 Stock trampling (high density stock grazing)

Introduction


This treatment uses the trampling of cattle
hooves to knock down the edges of
shallow gullies (< 0.5 m deep).



Procedure:
 fence the gully area securely
 lock the cattle in the area overnight
 allow the cattle to fertilise and reshape
the gully
 seed the area
 allow cattle to trample and bury the
seed.

Cattle movement within a gully (Qld)
Potential risks associated with dispersive
soils


If the subsoil is highly dispersive, then this
approach can mix dispersive material with
the topsoil, possibly resulting in a more
erodible topsoil.



Treatment of the soil with gypsum may be
required during or after stock access.



The advice of a soil scientist is highly
recommended.

Shallow gully erosion (NSW)
Stabilised access points to water holes


Livestock access points can be stabilised
using one or more of the following steps:
 stormwater runoff is diverted away from
the access point, either by cutting a
diversion drain, or by forming a
compacted earth mound across the top
of the access ramp
 covering any dispersive subsoil with a
thick layer of non-dispersive soil
 covering the ramp with a soil-gravel
mix, and then grassing the surface.

Stabilised stock access ramp (Qld)
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10.21 Soil-cement drop structures

Introduction


Soil-Cement is a mixture of soil, Portland
cement and water, which is then roller
compacted to a high density.



For design information refer to:
 ‘Soil-Cement Guide for Water
Resources Applications’, Portland
Cement Association, 2006, Illinois, USA



Soil-cement stepped drop structure

Designers should investigate the latest
information on durability issues, and
should consider the suitability of the
construction technique to their local
region.

Soil-cement drop structure (Denver, Colorado, USA)
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10.22 Stacked boulder drop structures

Rock stabilisation


Recommended maximum gradients:
 1 in 0.5 (V:H) for stacked boulders
 1 in 1 (V:H) for vegetated, individually
placed rocks; however, such slopes can
be difficult, if not unsafe, for workers to
plant
 1 in 2 (V:H) for dumped rock.

Stacked rock drop structure (Qld)
Use of earth reinforcing


Synthetic earth reinforcing mesh (refer to
the introductory section of this field guide,
page 12) can be used to increase the
stability of stacked boulder walls.



Earth reinforcing:
 laterally braces the wall, and
 reduces the risk of bank slumping.

Stacked boulder wall with reinforcing
The need for good foundations


Stacked boulder drop structures require
very stable foundations.



Do not allow a plunge pool to form at the
base of the stacked boulder wall,
otherwise the wall’s foundations may be
undermined.



For the typical layout of the energy
dissipation basin, refer to the
recommendations presented in Section
10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Failed stacked rock chute
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10.23 Timber drop structures

Introduction


Timber drop structures are just another
type of drop structure.



They have a limited design life.



For the typical layout of the drop structure
and energy dissipation basin, refer to the
general recommendations of:
 10.5 Concrete drop structures, or
 10.18 Sheet steel drop structures.

Treated timber logs

Timber drop structure (NSW)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.24 Tyre chutes

Introduction


Old car and truck tyres can be chained
together and filled with rock (similar to
rock-filled gabions) to produce an inclined
or stepped drop structure.



The tyres cannot simply be placed freely
within a gully or chute, but must be
suitably anchored.



Best results are achieved when
appropriately integrated with vegetation.



Warning; some design layouts are
controlled by copyright conditions.

Stepped tyre drop structure

Rock and tyre chute (NT)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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10.25 Verandah flume

Introduction


Verandah flumes are designed to carry the
flow past the gully head to prevent
ongoing erosion (expansion) of the gully.



The flow is released directly into a plunge
pool, which serves as an energy
dissipation basin.



The structure needs to be fenced to
prevent stock damage.

Verandah flume in need of repairs

Verandah flume
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11. Gully Floor Stabilisation
Techniques
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Introduction
Introduction


Stabilisation of the gully floor, as well as
the revegetation of the gully, will depend
on three critical issues:
 Is the gully expected to experience
significant ongoing sediment inflow?
 Is the gully floor stable—has it lowered
to its final elevation, and/or is there a
new head-cut migrating up the gully?
(refer to discussion in Chapter 3.)
 What soil conditions exist along the
floor of the gully?

Bank slumping at a gully head (Qld)
Sediment inflow


The sediment that passes down a gully
can originate from farm runoff, gully
migration, or the slumping of gully banks.



If the gully has minimal sediment inflow,
then focus on revegetating the current
gully floor.



If the gully has significant sediment inflow,
then consider installing a series of silt
traps (leaky weirs) along the gully floor to:
 help raise the gully floor, and
 minimise downstream environmental
impacts.

Slumping of a gully bank (NSW)

Stability of the gully floor


There is little value in stabilising or
revegetating a gully floor if the gully has
not yet reached a condition of overall
stability.



In general, the gully floor will eventually
achieve a near constant gradient—if the
upper reach of the gully is steeper than
downstream sections, then the floor may
not have reached a stable condition.



You can either wait for the erosion to stop,
or force the gully to have a steeper bed
slope by installing drop structures (steps).

Unstable upper gully reach
Soil conditions

pH testing of soil sample

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



Soil condition is not only a major factor in
the occurrence of gully erosion, but is also
a major factor in the rehabilitation of
gullies.



The soils on the floor of a gully are almost
certainly ‘subsoils’, and the properties of
these soils can be vastly different from the
original surface soils.



If the soils are dispersive, then soil
treatment will need to be incorporated into
the design of any leaky weirs or drop
structures.
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Stabilisation of the gully floor
Gully floor treatment options


Gully floor stabilisation techniques:
 Brushwood filters: locally-obtained tree
branches and logs can be used to form
leaky weirs that trap sediment and
other organic matter.
 Drop structures: these are a form of
grade control structure that can be used
to:

Grassed gully floor (Qld)

(i)

construct ‘steps’ along the gully floor in
order to raise the gully floor, or maintain
the gully floor’s current elevation, or

(ii)

stabilise a secondary head-cut that is
migrating up the gully.
In either case, the design of drop
structures is outlined in Chapter 10 of
this field guide.
 Gabion weirs: gabions may initially be
slightly porous, but sediment can
quickly turn them into impervious weirs.
 Geo log and wire netting silt trap weirs:
these are relatively low sediment traps
that can be durable for about a year.

Brushwood filter (Qld)

 Hay bale and wire netting silt trap weirs:
these are relatively low sediment traps
that can be durable for about a month.
 Leaky weirs: this is a generic term that
refers to a pervious weir that is likely to
trap sand and silt-sized particles.
 Log weirs: these are generally very low,
or partially recessed weirs that primarily
act as minor grade control structures.
 Pile field: a pile field can be used in a
manner similar to an extremely well
anchored brushwood filter.
 Recessed check dams: a buried bed
control structure used to control future
bed scour or head-cut erosion.

Geo log silt trap (Qld)

 Rock check dams: a rock-based grade
control structure and sediment trap.
 Sandbag weirs: a minor grade control
structure and sediment trap.
 Stiff grass filters: a well-anchored
sediment trap (caution—look carefully
at the likely flow movement through or
around these grass filters).
 Structural weirs: an expensive grade
control structure and sediment trap.

Gabion weir (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

 Wire netting silt trap weirs: a durable
and easy-to-make leaky weir that can
trap sediment and organic matter (e.g.
grass and branches).
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Design issues
Introduction


The design of any gully floor stabilisation
process will require choices being made in
relation to:
 stabilising the gully floor at its current
elevation, or allowing the gully to find its
own stable condition
 designing structures to have a short,
long, or permanent design life
 incorporating energy dissipaters into
each structure, or allowing scour holes
to form downstream of some structures.

Elevated gully floor level (SA)
Sediment capture issues


‘Sediment’ is primarily made up of three
components: sand, silt and clay.



To capture sand you only need to slow the
water slightly, which means bed
structures, such as leaky weirs, can be
relatively porous.



To capture silts you need to pool the water
for a few hours, which of course changes
the design of leaky weirs.



To capture clays you need to build a lake,
and possibly add chemicals to the water.

Sand, silt and clay
Hydraulic issues


Most gully floor structures will take the
form of either a weir or a drop structure.



Issues for consideration:
 Should the crest be ‘straight’ (placed
90-degrees to the flow), or be curved so
that the water flow is directed towards
the centre of the gully?
 Should the structure be designed to be
free draining, or should water retention
be used to help capture fine silts, or to
be used for vegetation/stock watering?

Curved weir crest
Gully floor vegetation


Grassing and other vegetation options can
be used:
 to reduce raindrop impact erosion on
the gully floor
 as a type of leaky weir (i.e. stiff
grasses) to trap sediment
 as a means of capturing sediment by
increasing the bed roughness, thus
slowing flow velocities.



Gully floor revegetation is likely to require
soil testing and soil treatment.

Stiff grass sediment filter (Qld)
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11.1 Brushwood filters

Introduction


Brushwood filters act as leaky weirs,
which means their job is to:
 slow the flow velocity
 capture sediment.



However, brushwood in general can
perform other tasks, including:
 add organic matter to the soil
 protect young plants from high flow
velocities
 provide habitat for wildlife.

Small gully filled with brushwood (NSW)
Anchorage of brushwood in gullies


In creeks and rivers, brushwood filters
need to be anchored in place with timber
piles (see photo, left).



Timber piles can also be used in gullies.



Other anchorage techniques include:
 steel or timber stakes
 wire mesh anchored over the
brushwood like a blanket.

Large brushwood filter (NSW)
Problems caused by dispersive subsoils


If the gully cuts into dispersive subsoils
(which is highly likely), then simply filling
the gully with brushwood will not stop the
soil erosion.



The brushwood can still help to slow down
flow velocities, but the exposed faces of
the dispersive soil will need to be covered
with a non-dispersive soil before the
brushwood is placed in the gully (see over
page).

Ongoing head-cut erosion (Qld)
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Use of brushwood at minor head-cuts
Brushwood


Brushwood can be placed over minor
head-cuts on the gully floor to:
 reduce flow velocities
 reduce flow-induced soil scour
 trap coarse sediment
 add organic matter to the soil.



If the brushwood is placed so that the
branches point upstream, then the
brushwood will likely capture flood debris,
which will increase possible sediment
capture.

Brushwood (pointing upstream)
Anchoring brushwood with a mesh


Covering the brushwood or straw mulch
with a sheet of mesh can help to retain
such organic matter if flow velocities are
expected to be high.

Brushwood under mesh blanket
Placement over a dispersive soil


If the soil is dispersive, then:
 the gully head could be ripped, mixed
with gypsum or lime, then reshaped
before placement of the brushwood
 otherwise the dispersive soil should be
covered with a layer of non-dispersive
or treated soil before placement of the
brushwood.

Brushwood on dispersive soil
Brushwood contained within wire mesh


Large sheets of wire mesh can be
wrapped around brushwood to form a
more flow-resistant system (suitable if
sufficient amounts of flood debris are not
expected).



These brushwood ‘sausages’ are then
anchored across a gully floor to capture
flood debris and sediment.

Brushwood wrapped in mesh roll
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11.2 Drop structures

Introduction


Drop structures can be formed from a
variety of materials—design information is
presented in Chapter 10 (Section 10.5).



If a straight (rectangular) weir crest is
adopted, then energy dissipation (and
scour) may occur near the adjacent gully
banks—so wing walls may be needed to
protect the gully banks, or the banks may
require toe protection.



A slight V-profile or trapezoidal weir crest
can help to concentrate energy towards
the centre of the gully—but caution!

Series of concrete drop structures (NT)

Types of drop structures


Minor drop structures (also known as
Grade Control Structures) can be formed
from:
 cement blocks
 concrete
 gabions and rock mattresses
 rocks
 sandbags
 timber and logs
 tyres.

Tyre drop structure
Gabion drop structures


Gabion drop structures can also be
relatively easy to design, but usually
labour-intensive to build.



In arid and semi-arid regions, gabions
have been known to survive for many
years without vegetation cover.



In all other regions, long-term durability
requires the wire mesh to eventually be
replaced by healthy vegetation cover



The wire mesh is known to fail within the
energy ‘splash’ zone of drop structures.

Series of gabion drop structures (Qld)
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11.3 Gabion weirs

Introduction


A gabion is a rectangular wire basket filled
with well-graded rocks.



The wire baskets should be heavily
galvanised and plastic coated.



Plastic-mesh gabions are also available.



The wire can be damaged by flood debris.



When used within the splash zone of the
energy dissipater, an additional cover of
wire mesh (i.e. Rockfall Netting) is
recommended.

Gabion weir (Qld)
Gabion weir used to form a series of small
‘steps’ along the gully floor


Gabions, like many other weirs, can be
used to terrace the floor of a steep or
unstable section of a gully.



Similarly, a series of weirs, or a stepped
gabion chute, can be used to stabilise
points of lateral inflow into the gully.

Gabions in lateral bank erosion (Qld)
Recessed gabion weirs


Recessed gabion weirs operate under the
same principles as Recessed Rock Check
Dams as described in the Creek Erosion
Field Guide—also refer to Section 11.15
Weirs.



The purpose of recessed weirs is to
eventually establish a series of stable
weirs (drops) in a reach of a gully where
the gully floor is currently unstable.



Recessed weirs can be constructed from a
variety of materials (not just gabions).

Recessed gabion weirs
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11.4 Geo log and wire netting silt traps

Introduction


Geo logs can be made from jute (a reedtype plant) or coir (coconut fibre).



Coir generally has a longer working life.



Geo logs can be used to:
 act as sediment traps
 control the flow velocity during the
revegetation of the gully floor
 protect the toe of the gully banks from
erosion immediately downstream of
grade control structures (e.g. weirs or
drop structures).

Geo log (NSW)

Control of lateral bank erosion


Geo logs can also be used to stabilise
points of lateral bank erosion, such as
points of stormwater inflow into the gully.

Coir logs in lateral bank erosion (Qld)
Anchorage of geo logs


If flow velocities are expected to be high,
then covering the geo logs with a sheet of
mesh can help to retain the logs and
possible flood debris.

Geo log tied down with wire mesh
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11.5 Hay bale and wire netting silt traps

Introduction


Hay is grass, legumes, or other
herbaceous plants that are cut, bound and
dried for later use.



Straw is an agricultural by-product
consisting of the dry stalks of cereal plants
after the grain and chaff have been
removed.



Straw bales are regularly used in the
construction industry because of their
reduced seed content; however, for gully
repair, a landowner may choose to use
hay bales.

Straw bale (Qld)

Wrapping hay bales in filter cloth


The hay or straw bales can be wrapped in
filter cloth to:
 extend their working life
 increase the filtration of fine silts.

Straw bales wrapped in filter cloth (Qld)
Anchorage of hay bales


If flow velocities are expected to be high,
then covering the hay bales with a sheet
of mesh can help to retain the logs and
possible flood debris.

Hay bale tied down with wire mesh
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11.6 Leaky weirs (general information)

Introduction


The term ‘leaky weir’ is the general name
of any porous weir structures that can
potentially be designed to:
 slow upstream flow velocities
 allow coarse sediment to settle out of
the water upstream of the weir
 potentially filter some of the finer
sediments (but not clay) via the porous
structure of the weir
 allow the eventual formation of a
stepped (terraced) gully floor.

Stepped gully floor

Highly porous weirs


Highly porous weirs can capture flood
debris, which means their porosity
typically decreases over a period of time.



Their advantage over traditional leaky
weirs is their reduced risk of becoming
fully blocked with sediment, and therefore
no longer free draining.



Highly porous weirs are typically
constructed from:
 wire mesh
 stiff grasses
 closely-spaced timber posts.

Wire mesh weir (Qld)

Low porosity leaky weirs


Leaky weirs can also be designed with a
low porosity, which means:
 greater filtration of sediments
 water is retained longer on the gully
floor, which can either benefit or harm
plants depending on the circumstances.



Gabion weir (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

Low porosity weirs can be made from:
 brushwood
 gabions
 geo logs
 wire mesh with filter fabric.
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Leaky weirs

Rock filter dam (NSW)

Weir mesh with geo logs (SA)

Wire mesh weir (Qld)

Wire mesh and brushwood (NSW)

Rock and mesh weir (Qld)

Brushwood filter (NSW)

Sediment weir (Qld)

Typical sediment weir geometry
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Leaky weirs
Design guidelines


For the design of Rock Filter Dams and
Sediment Weirs, refer to:
 IECA 2008, Best Practice Erosion and
Sediment Control. International Erosion
Control Association, Picton, NSW.
 specifically refer to the IECA (2008)
Book 4 fact sheets.



General design guidelines for weirs are
provided in Section 11.15 of this chapter.

IECA (2008)
Weir geometry


Height limited to 0.5 to 1.0 m.



The shape of the weir crest can vary along
both the vertical plane (front view) and the
horizontal plane (plan or top view).



If a straight weir crest is adopted (plan
view), then appropriate scour protection
(toe protection) is required to prevent a
scour hole undermining the gully banks.



A slight V-profile or trapezoidal weir crest
(vertical plane) can help to concentrate
energy towards the centre of the gully.

Curved weir crests (plan view)
Weir hydraulics


The hydraulics of weirs is summarised in
Chapter 8, Hydraulics of Channels,
Chutes and Drop Structures.



If a hydraulic analysis of the leaky weir is
required, then it should be assumed that
the weir is fully blocked with sediment and
flood debris (i.e. the weir is no longer
porous).



The diagram (left) and photo (below) show
timber sleepers being used to form a
splash pad—alternatively, rock can be
used.

Leaky weir hydraulics

Energy dissipation


If the height of the weir is not expected to
exceed 1 metre, then refer to Section
10.18 Sheet Steel Drop Structures for
guidance on the design of a scour hole or
energy dissipater.



If the height of the weir is expected to
exceed 1 metre, then refer to Section 10.5
Concrete Drop Structures for guidance on
the design of an energy dissipater.

Timber sleeper splash pad (SA)
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11.7 Log weirs

Introduction


The use of log weirs within Australian
waterways is not popular because of the
limited supply of durable timber.



However, logs (woody flood debris) are
still an important part of waterway
habitats.



Logs are generally more durable on the
floor of a gully than the bed of a waterway.



Suitable species for long-term use include:
Fraser Island Turpentine, Brush
Turpentine, Giant Ironwood.

Log weir (USA)
Use of log weirs


Log weirs can be used for the same
purpose as small rock weirs.



Logs can also be used as:
 minor flow diversion banks
 check dams and steps on dirt tracks.



Log weirs are typically only used on low
gradient gully floors.



These structures may or may not be fish
friendly depending on the log diameter
and the flow conditions.

Recessed log check dams (Qld)
Anchorage of log weirs


Logs can be anchored by:
 timber stakes/posts
 metal spikes
 lengths of steel reinforcing bars.

Recessed log weir (NSW)
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Shallow, flat-land gully erosion: V-weirs
Log V-weirs
Note; this is an experimental treatment system
developed for flat, arid lands.


The intent is to:
 stabilise a shallow gully head in a semiarid landscape
 utilise materials that can be easily
delivered to remote areas.



The design features include:
 the V-shaped weir that directs flows
towards a central rock splash pad

Installation of V-weir

 if soil scour continues to occur
downstream of the V-weir, then the
recessed log will act as a cut-off wall
 the rocks that make-up the splash pad
are held in place by the recessed log
 the triangular V-weirs can be
assembled remotely
 non-dispersive (treated) soil can be
packed around the edges of the weirs
to control adjacent dispersive soils.


Large scale versions of these V-weirs can
be made from old telegraph posts, or
near-straight tree trunks.

Flow diversion logs (not part of the V-weir)

Plan view of installed log V-weir with raised (flow control) side extensions
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Shallow, flat-land gully erosion: W-weirs
Log W-weirs


A ‘W-weir’ is simply a weir system that
uses multiple V-weirs.



W-weirs are used for the following
purposes:
 to increase the total flow capacity of
the gully stabilisation measure
 to spread flows over a greater width
 to stabilise wide, shallow gully heads.



W-weirs are typically used in the following
circumstances:
 locations where the expected flows
are so great that multiple V-weirs are
required in order to prevent the
excessive concentration of flows that
would otherwise cause further gully
erosion downstream of the weir
 locations where the gully head is very
wide.



The attached diagrams are not to scale,
which means the ‘shape’ of each V-weir
depends on local conditions and the
size/length of the available timber.

Example of a possible W-weir

W-weir with earth flow control banks

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

W-weir with raised log flow diversion
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11.8 Pile fields

Introduction


A pile field is a collection of piles, usually
timber, that are driven vertically into the
gully floor to form artificial bed roughness.



Typically placed in a regularly spaced grid
of one, two or three rows.



The piles effectively act like closely
spaced trees, or exposed tree roots, which
slow upstream flow velocities, thus helping
to increase sediment capture.



A pile field can slow the progress of headcut erosion, but cannot stop it.

Pile field in a small gully (Qld)
Design attributes


When placed across the gully floor, the top
of the piles is usually set well below the
height of the banks.



The height and spacing of the piles
depends on the degree of flood debris
blockage expected to occur.

Pile field in a small gully (Qld)
Hydraulic function of pile fields


When the piles are free of flood debris, the
piles provide flow resistance similar to
closely spaced trees.



When the piles become partially blocked
with flood debris, the pile field begins to
act like a leaky weir.



It is important to choose the correct top
elevation of the piles, similar to choosing
the top elevation of a weir.

Pile field on a river bed (Vic)
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11.9 Porous check dams (rock check dams)

Introduction


A porous check dam is just one type of
check dam (also see Section 11.11).



A check dam is a weir-type structure that
is designed to stop or arrest a minor form
of head-cut erosion that is migrating up a
gully floor.



The term ‘check’ simply meaning to stop
something.



A porous check dam is just the
combination of a ‘leaky weir’ and a
recessed ‘check dam’.

Progression of bed erosion
Types of check dams


Porous check dams can be made from:
 rocks
 gabions
 any form of leaky weir where the
structure has deep foundations that will
not be undermined by an advancing
head-cut erosion.



Check dams can either be:
 fully buried (e.g. recessed check dams)
 partially exposed weir-like structures.

Rock check dam sediment traps
Long-term maintenance issues


Maintenance (i.e. repair) of the structure is
generally required once a head-cut
reaches the structure.



The benefit of a check dam is that it can
arrest the head-cut erosion during a
storm/flood event, then give the land
owner time to implement a long-term
treatment after the flood.



A key decision is whether or not to retain
scour holes, or whether the check dam
should be designed to be free draining.

Possible stabilisation of a check dam
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11.10 Rakes

Introduction


Rakes are a vertical stand of evenly
spaced steel bars or timber piles that are
used to:
 slow flood water (reducing the scour
risk, and increasing water infiltration)
 capture flood debris (potentially adding
organic matter to the soil)
 slow the progress of some forms of
head-cut erosion.



In a gully, rakes can perform tasks very
similar to a pile field.

Steel reinforcement bars
Design reference


The design and use of ‘rakes’ is described
in:
 Rangeland Rehydration 1 – Field
Guide, Ken Tinley and Hugh Pringle,
Rangelands NRM, Western Australia



Drill rods or reinforcing bars can be placed
at metre intervals across rock bars.

Western Australia guideline
Design issues


Soft gully banks can be prone to erosion
and undercutting if the water is allowed to
pass around the rake.



Refer to Part 3 of this field guide for
information on ‘toe protection’ techniques.

Pile field (Qld)
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11.11 Recessed rock check dams

Description


Unlike other structures, the purpose of
recessed rock check dams is to address
bed erosion that is expected to occur
some time in the future.



The term ‘check’ is used in relation to its
meaning: ‘to stop or arrest the motion’.



Each check dam consists of a deep trench
filled with rock and soil (i.e. no voids).



The check dams can be totally buried, or
partially exposed in order to incorporate
the benefits of a leaky weir.

Recessed rock check dams (Qld)

A series of partially exposed recessed rock check dams forming a pool-riffle system
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Recessed rock check dams
Use of recessed rock check dams


Recessed rock check dams can be used
for the following purposes:
 as an insurance policy against future
bed erosion possibly resulting from the
urbanisation of a catchment
 treatment of minor head-cut erosion
that is migrating up the gully
 as an ‘insurance policy’ to control bed
erosion during the gully revegetation
phase.

Suggested minimum dimensions
Hydraulic function of recessed rock check
dams


The primary purpose of a recessed rock
check dam is to achieve short-term
channel stability in the event that severe
bed erosion migrates up a gully.



It is unlikely that these structures will
provide a desirable long-term outcome if
the erosion does occur.



Land owners should expect to have to
apply some maintenance work after the
check dam is first exposed.

Progression of bed erosion
Design features


The most critical aspect of the design of
recessed rock check dams is ‘common
sense’—designs must be appropriate for
the site conditions, and must be realistic.



Typical design attributes are:
 depth and width should exceed the
depth of the approaching bed erosion
 rock size based on a rock chute
 rock should extend well into the banks
to prevent the channel erosion passing
around the check dams.

Exposure of rock check dam

Long-term stability


Long-term stability may require:
 placement of additional rocks
 covering the rocks with soil in order to
promote vegetation cover.

Post-flood repair of rock check dam
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11.12 Revegetation

Introduction


Ideally, the gully floor should eventually be
stabilised with appropriate vegetation.



However, fast-growing vegetation can also
be used as a temporary erosion control
technique.



The revegetation of gullies is discussed in
Chapter 13 of the field guide (Part 3).

Grassed gully floor (Qld)
Natural regeneration


Local brushwood containing seed can be
used to encourage natural revegetation of
gullies.

Natural grass regeneration (Qld)
The use of ‘weeds’


Controversially, certain weeds can be
used as a short-term plant to control
erosion during a weed removal program,
or gully revegetation—the steps are:
1. Remove the target weeds.
2. Stabilise the area with a fast-growing,
non-aggressive weed.
3. Progressively establish the chosen
natives within the temporary weeds.
4. Finally, remove all remaining elements
of the temporary weed.

Grasses used to control erosion (Qld)
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11.13 Sandbag drop structures

Introduction


Sandbag drop structures are typically not
long-term structures.



In some cases the structures can last
many years, in other cases they can fail
during the first storm.



On the gully floor, sandbag drop structures
can be used as minor grade control
structures, similar to log weirs.

Sandbag check dams used in a table drain
Types of sandbag structures


Sandbags can be filled with a variety of
materials, including:



pure sand, which should only be used for
short-term structures



a sand and cement mix, which improves
the structure’s durability, but reduces the
structure’s ability to adjust to changing
gully conditions



a growing media (soil), which can be used
to establish a fully vegetated structure,
such as a stiff grass chute (Section 10.19).

Sandbag check dam (NSW)
Design guidelines


The profile of a sandbag drop structure
and associated energy dissipater should
follow the general recommendations of
Section 10.5 Concrete drop structures.

Sandbag drop structure (NSW)
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11.14 Stiff grass filters

Introduction


Stiff grass batter chutes are used to:
 filter stormwater runoff
 carry stormwater down gully banks.



Stiff grass batter chutes must be formed
over a stable surface, either a:
 rock chute
 rock mattress chute, or
 stepped chute with soil-rock base.



Stiff grass batter chutes must not be
formed on a dispersive soil base without
expert advice.

Stiff grass chute currently off-line (Qld)

Stiff grass batter chutes


All batter chutes must have a crosssectional profile that encourages water
flow to travel down the centre of the chute,
therefore:
 the sides of the chute must be higher
than the centre of the chute
 any associated vegetation must not
block or divert the flow of water.



A simple earth base cannot be used
because flows passing around the
individual plants will cause soil scour.

Cross-sectional profile
Stiff grass batter chutes


As is the case for all batter chutes, the
surface of the chute must be erosionresistant, which (again) means an
unprotected earth base should not be
used.



The base of the batter chute is usually
made from a soil-rock mixture that can
support vegetation.



In the case of stepped structures, the
water also needs to fall onto an erosionresistant surface.

Use of a stepped layout
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Use of vetiver grass in creek and gully engineering
Introduction


Chrysopogon zizanioides is commonly
known as ‘vetiver grass’.



Vetiver grass grows in tall clumps, with
tall, thin, and rather rigid leaves growing to
a height of 2–3 metres, and a root system
that grows to a depth of 2–4 metres.



The plant can survive deep water flow
conditions and temporary submergence.



The most commonly used commercial
genotypes of vetiver are sterile, meaning
the plant can be propagated only by
breaking the clumps.

Vetiver grass (full growth)

Use of vetiver grass as a flow diversion
system


Vetiver grass is one of a few grass-like
plants that can be used to form a
vegetative flow diversion barrier.



Other species could include Callide
Rhodes, Katambara Rhodes or Molasses
can also be used; however, suitability and
weed-potential of each species must be
checked on a case-by-case basis.

Flow diversion barrier (Qld)
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
sandy soils


The very deep, fibrous root system of
vetiver grass means this plant can be
used to stabilise sandy soils that are
subjected to deep water flow conditions.



Vetiver grass is not suitable for shallow
water flow conditions, such as those
found along overland flow paths, or
down dam spillways (by-wash).

Recent planting on a sandy soil bank
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
gully erosion


Vetiver grass has been used in the
stabilisation of gullies that have formed
within a slaking soil.



Slaking soils are often very sandy, with
minimal clay binder.



Vetiver grass can be used as:
 vegetative sediment traps spaced at
regular intervals along the gully floor
 revegetation of the gully banks.

Gully stabilisation with vetiver grass (Qld)
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11.15 Weirs (general discussion)

Introduction


In terms of gully erosion, a weir is any type
of structure that is raised above the gully
floor.



The term ‘weir’ generally refers to a
structure where the upstream bed is
approximately equal to the elevation of the
downstream bed.



The term ‘drop structure’ generally applies
if there is a significant fall in bed level.



These are gully weirs, not waterway
weirs—different rules and legislation
apply.

Rock weir (SA)

Types of weirs


The term ‘weirs’ includes:
 Brushwood filter/weirs
 Gabion weirs
 Geo log weirs
 Leaky weirs
 Log weirs
 Porous check dams
 Rock check dams
 Steel pile weirs/drop structures.

Sheet pile drop structure (NSW)
Rules and legislation

Gabion weir (NSW)
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If a channel is recognised by the state
government as a ‘waterway’, then it is
typical for specific legislation to apply to
the management of the waterway and the
water that flows along the waterway.



In general, weirs in waterways must be
licensed, and designed and certified by a
hydraulic engineer.



Weirs located within gullies are typically
excluded from such legislation; however, it
is always wise to check the local rules that
apply in your area.
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Weirs – Hydraulic conditions
Weir hydraulics


All weirs share common hydraulic
characteristics.



Various weir equations are presented in
Chapter 8: Hydraulics of Channels,
Chutes and Drop Structures.



The potential depth of scour holes is
difficult to predict, and varies greatly
depending on the soil/bed conditions.



A scour hole can potentially reach the
same depth as the fall height of the weir.

Weir flow
Low tailwater conditions


The flow conditions immediately
downstream of a weir are termed the
‘tailwater condition’.



During regular minor storms, the tailwater
conditions in a typical gully are expected
to be ‘low’.



This means:
 the water will fall almost vertically onto
the scour pad (energy dissipater)
 any soil scour is likely to be located
close to the weir and scour pad.

Low tailwater condition
High tailwater conditions




During major storms, the tailwater
conditions in a typical gully are expected
to be ‘high’.
This means:
 the spilling water may meet the
tailwater at an angle, which means
 jetting from this spilling water may
travel through the downstream water at
this same angle, which means
 soil scour may occur downstream of the
‘scour pad’.

High tailwater condition
Drowned weir conditions




If the elevation of the tailwater (relative to
the weir crest, ‘TWL’) is more than 0.8
times the upstream water level (relative to
the weir crest, ‘H’), then the weir is said to
be ‘drowned’ (i.e. TWL > 0.8H).
This means:
 any jetting of water will likely move
along the surface of the water (i.e. a
floating jet), which means

Drowned weir condition
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 this jetting could cause bank erosion if
the gully meanders (curves/bends)
immediately downstream of the weir.
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Weirs – Energy dissipation
Energy dissipaters
The following discussion only applies to gully
weirs, not weirs located within waterways.


Rock splash pads are common
downstream of gully weirs.



Typical design details:
 rock size (d50) around 0.3 to 0.4 times
the weir’s fall height (F), minimum size
200 mm
 two layers of rocks
 length of rock pad, L > 3F.

Rock splash pad
Rock mattresses


Gabion and rock mattress splash pads
can be problematic if the wire basket
breaks in any location.



The risk of wire breakage can be reduced
by installing an additional layer of wire
mesh (Rockfall Netting) over the surface
of the splash pad.



If possible, try to cover the splash pad with
soil and grass to increase its durability.

Rock mattress splash pad
Timber sleepers
The author has not had experience with the
use of timber sleepers to form splash pads, so
he has only limited knowledge to pass on to
readers.


The main things to focus on are:
 anchorage of the downstream sleeper,
which holds the rest of the sleepers in
place
 possibly placing the sleepers over a
shallow bed of gravel.

Timber sleeper splash pad
Formal energy dissipation basins


If the fall height of the weir (F) exceeds 1
metre, then a formal weir design should be
considered.



The design of the energy dissipater
depends on how much soil scour can be
tolerated downstream of each weir.



Guidance on the design of the energy
dissipater can be found in Chapter 5,
Section 10.5: Concrete drop structures.

Concrete energy dissipater
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